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at Met opera auditions
by C h a d  Freeburg
Three stu d en ts and one 
staff member from Lawrence 
University took high honors in 
the 36th  annual E astern  
W isconsin D istrict
M etropolitan Opera N ational 
Council Auditions. A total of 
nin eteen  singers from 
Wisconsin competed. The audi­
tions took place on Saturday, 
Oct. 25, at the Shattuck  
Auditorium at Carroll College 
in Waukesha, Wisconsin.
The participants from 
Lawrence were Justin  Madel, 
tenor, Sarah Markovits, sopra­
no, Paul Speiser, baritone, and 
Lisa Stachowicz, mezzo-sopra­
no. The event lasted through 
Sunday, with a vocal m aster­
class held in the Recital Hall of 
Carroll College by Barbara  
Honn, a professor of voice at 
the C incinatti College 
Conservatory of Music. Madel, 
Speiser, and Stachowicz 
received the opportunity to 
participate in the m asterclass.
Stachowicz won the Eastern  
W isconsin d istrict, receiving  
$2300 and the opportunity to 
com pete in the regional
Metropolitan Opera Auditions. 
Stachowicz has auditioned for 
the M etropolitan Opera two 
other tim es in the past. 
Stachowicz said she “felt more 
focused,” and that she didn’t 
pay as much atten tion  to 
potential d istractions that 
could have broken her concen­
tration. She attributed her 
focus to a set of “criteria” that 
she had established for herself 
prior to arriving at the contest. 
Stachowicz feels encouraged by 
her success at the Metropolitan 
Opera auditions and the goals 
she was able to achieve during 
her audition. Her advice to any 
fellow singer at Lawrence is 
that the singer stay focused on 
his or her goals. “It is easy to 
become d istracted ,” adm its 
Stachow icz, referring to the  
college atmosphere. She m ain­
tains that focus is a crucial e le­
ment to successful singing and 
vocal progress.
M arkovits received the  
$500 Youth Award, given to a 
single performer under the age 
of 25 showing potential as a 
singer. The award was donated 
by Mary E. Kelly. Markovits 
appreciated the helpful cri­
tique m eetings with the judges 
follow ing the auditions. She 
was especially pleased by the 
receptiveness and the interest 
by audience mem bers. 
C oncerning the audience, 
M arkovits said th at it was 
“very valuable and very helpful
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University President Rik W arch and Class of 1997 Vice President Ben 
Campbell place a time capsule in the cornerstone of Briggs Hall. Campbell 
introduced W arch, who spoke for a few moments, expressing his desire not to 
be around when the time capsule is recovered. T he event was not fully 
planned and publicized due to what LU C C  President Rebecca Hoelter called 
a miscommunication between an administrative departm ent and LUCC. 
H oelter boycotted the ceremony.
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LU’s first major discussion on minors
Lisa Stachowicz and Justin Madel were two of the four Lawrence University 
participants in the M etropolitan Opera National Council Auditions that 
were held on Oct. 25. Stachowicz won the Eastern Wisconsin District.
Photo hy June Erwin
by A rie Fa r n a m
Sunshine Snider, a senior 
anthropology major, said she 
w ishes Lawrence U niversity  
offered m inors as w ell as 
majors, like most universities 
in the U .S . “I would have 
minored in history and reli­
gious studies,” she said.
Most students interviewed  
agreed th at the conspicuous 
absence of a minors program at 
Lawrence is troublesom e. 
Then, la st June, Professors 
Kirsten Thorne of the Spartish 
D epartm ent and Rebecca 
M atveyev of the R ussian  
Departm ent put the first for­
mal proposal to in stitu te  a 
m inors option before the  
Curriculum Committee.
“We want to offer students 
some additional incentive to 
study another field in depth 
and get some formal recogni­
tion for it,” Matveyev said. Far 
from controversial, the propos­
al has so far been greeted posi­
tively by the faculty.
While some members of the 
Curriculum Committee, which 
is still in the discussion stage 
on the proposal, support it for 
the same reasons, others were 
ambivalent. “[A minors option] 
is nothing I had ever given any 
thought to before,” said  
Professor Mark D intenfass.
“W hether it is a good thing or 
not, I am still trying to decide.”
Any proposal to in itiate a 
minors option m ust first go 
through the Curriculum  
Committee and then be passed  
by the faculty. If the proposal 
succeeds, individual depart­
m ents will have to take the in i­
tiative to design minors pro­
grams and subm it them to the 
Curriculum Committee for a 
second round.
“We hope to act on [this pro­
posal] by the end of the calen­
dar year,” D intenfass said, at 
the same time cautioning that 
a minors option will not be 
available to students for some 
tim e yet.
Dean of Faculty, Richard 
Harrison, said the main factors 
m otivating the faculty to d is­
cuss a minors option are the 
stress on students with double 
majors, low enrollm ent in some 
upper level courses and a 
desire to create “an organized 
progression of coursework” for 
students to pursue interests  
outside their major.
“There has clearly been an 
increase in double majors,” he 
said, “and we are not in terest­
ed in seeing our students burn 
out before they graduate.”
The foreign language coali­
tion is particularly supportive 
in the proposal. “Relatively few
students major in a foreign lan­
gu age,” M atveyev explained, 
“and offering a minor in foreign 
language might encourage stu ­
d ents to study a language  
beyond the general require­
m ents.”
Earlier th is term, however, 
when the Curriculum  
Committee asked department 
heads to assess how they might 
be affected by the proposal, 
most had sim ilar expectations.
“Some departm ents were a 
little  leery of it,” Harrison said, 
“but it w as surprising how 
m any said they would expect 
greater student enrollm ent.” 
He pointed out that “there are 
a finite number of students on 
cam pus” and unless the overall 
student enrollm ent increases, 
some departm ents would not 
gain and m ight even lose stu ­
dents.
“Small departm ents could 
benefit trem endously,”
Harrison continued. “They will 
see more students enrolled as 
m inors.” Big departm ents 
might suffer as double majors 
decide to take one major and a 
minor instead.
While some faculty argue 
th a t a m inor option would 
allow students to get recogni­
tion for in-depth work outside 
their  major, others find the  
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LUCC passes bylaw changes; time capsule placed in Briggs Hall
by N eal R iemer
LUCC sped through its Nov. 
4 meeting in a mere half-hour, 
keeping to President Rebecca 
Hoelter’s admonition at the last 
meeting that meetings last from 
30-45 minutes.
The major items before the 
council were approval of finance 
committee recommendations 
and approval of proposed by-law 
changes regarding the finance 
committee.
Vice President Shahani gave 
the finance committee report. 
Among the major allocations, the 
committee recommended $678 
be allocated for Hoelter and 
Shahani to attend a leadership 
conference; $850 to the Viking 
Room and the Coffeehouse for a 
jointly sponsored jazz festival; 
$949 for the Resource Room; and 
$676 was recommended for 
BGLASS conference and lodging
fees. The general council voted 
on and passed all of the finance 
committee’s recommendations.
Several allocation reports 
were accidentally left out, 
notably for the Chess Club and 
Men’s Volleyball, and on these 
the general council did not vote.
In her president’s report, 
Hoelter noted that beginning 
second term, students wishing to 
access email accounts will not be 
able to access their accounts 
through Ellen. Students wishing 
to access email will need 
Windows NT passwords, and 
will use the NT system.
LUCC discussed and voted 
on the by-law changes brought 
up last meeting. The changes, 
relevant to the finance commit­
tee, were amended and then  
passed.
The original by-law proposal 
required all organizations
receiving LUCC funding to 
acknowledge LUCC support on 
promotional m aterials. The 
amendment to this proposal was 
offered by the steering commit­
tee. The amended proposal, far 
less restrictive, states in part 
that groups receiving LUCC 
funds for campus-wide events 
are “encouraged to recognize 
LUCC allocations in promotional 
materials.”
All seemed satisfied with the 
amended change as it met with 
no discussion, excepting senior 
Liz Godfrey’s complaint that 
campus leaders were not asked 
for input on the wording of the 
amendment. In response, 
President Hoelter said that she 
had attended several organiza­
tion’s meetings.
The m ulticultural affairs 
committee representative
continued LU CC page 2
Students and staff take honors






Jeaneane Dowis will present a 
lecture in Harper Hall at the Music- 
Drama Center at 4 p.m.
Master Class
Jeaneane Dowis presents 
“Chamber Music Coaching” in 
Harper Hall at the Music-Drama 
Center, 5 p.m.
Theatrical Performance
The ACTER troupe from 
London will perform Shakespeare’s 
“Measure for Measure” in 
Stansbury Theater, Music-Drama 
Center, starting at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are $12 for adults and $6 for stu­




The Midwest Conference 
Volleyball Tbumament will begin in 
Alexander Gym. Game times are 
2:30,5, and7:30 p.m.
Biology Lecture
Dr. Tfevi Shors of the 
Department of Biology and 
Microbiology at UW-Oshkosh will 
present a Recent Advances in 
Biology lecture entitled “Some 
Aspects of Modem Virology” in 
Stephenson 101, 3 p.m.
Film series
Image Intemation Film Series 
presents “Cinema Paradiso” and 
“400 Blows” in the Wriston auditori­
um. Admission is free to Lawrence 
students; the general public is 
charged $2. Show times are 7:15 
and 9:45 p.m.
Wrestling
Lawrence Vikings take on UW- 
Oshkosh at Alexander, 7:30 p.m.
Theatrical Performance




See Fridays Events. Game times 
are 10 a.m., 12:30,3, and 5:30 p.m.
Film Series
“Cinema Paradiso” and “400 
Blows,” 7:15 and 9:45 p.m. See 
Friday’s Events.
Theatrical Performance
“Measure for Measure,” 8 p.m. 
See Thursday’s Events.
LUPE Concert
Dane Richeson directs the 
LavTence University Percussion 
Ensemble. Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Sunday’s Events
Faculty Recital
George Edward Damp, organ, 
will perform in the Memorial 
Chapel at 3 p.m, assisted by mem­
bers of the Lawrence Collegium 
Musicum.
Arts Academy Concert
The Arts Academy Wind 
Ensemble/Honors Band will per­
form in the Memorial Chapel at 7 
p.m. Admission is $5 for adults and 
$3 for students and senior citizens.
Coffeehouse Entertainment
A Tbuch of Reality presents “Hip 
Hop Poetry” at the Lawrence 
Coffeehouse, 9:30 p.m.
Campus bewitched
by T h or  P u r in t o n
Several informal presenta­
tions were given last week in 
each residence hall to inform 
students on the subject of 
Witchcraft, which is commonly 
called Wiccanism. The presen­
tations were given by practic­
ing witches Josh Whelan, Nate 
Teppo, Jennifer Hoelter, Allison  
H ayes, Aron Alexander, and 
Kris Carpenter. Each session  
dealt with basic Wiccan beliefs 
and rituals, and talked about 
famous witch stereotypes and 
what Wicca is not.
“Our intention is not to con­
vert you or defend our beliefs, 
but to educate and entertain,” 
said Whelan at one presenta­
tion. Wiccanism, as a pagan 
religion, is often confused with 
Satanism . “Wicca is not 
Satanism  for one sim ple rea­
son. Satan is a Christian con­
cept, and Wicca is a non- 
C hristian  relig ion ,” stated
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idea of students “getting recog­
nition” for their in terests unsa­
vory.
“There has been an inclina­
tion not to do m inors here, 
because it does smack of cre­
dentialism ,” Harrison said. “We 
know the value of a liberal arts 
education, but we are also  
faced with the realities of the  
world.”
Even a minority among stu ­
dents would keep the status  
quo. “Not having m inors is  
som ething unique about 
Law rence,” said Trina  
Grieshaber, a double major in
LU C C
Whelan at one of the presenta­
tions. R epresentatives of the 
LCF were unavailable for com­
ment.
Wiccanism has no formal 
organization on cam pus, 
according to Jennifer Hoelter. 
“We are all pretty much soli­
tary practitioners,” said  
Hoelter. “There has been talk of 
forming an organization, but at 
the moment we remain inde­
pendent,” W helan added.
W iccanism is an ancient 
polytheistic religion that wor­
ships many gods and goddess­
es. Wiccan deities are rooted in 
nature, representing nature- 
related objects and processes. 
According to Alexander, 
“Wiccan is a nature religion, 
first and foremost. Basically, 
we’re a bunch of tree-huggers.” 
Individual witches may wor­
ship different groups of deities, 
depending on their religious  
background.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Students Turn Up Heat On 
Appropriations
interd iscip linary chem is­
try/biology and German. “If  
[graduate] schools really want 
to know what classes you took, 
they can always look at your 
transcript. The system  is flexi­
ble enough as it is .”
D intenfass said th at a 
minors option isn’t a big issue. 
Some small liberal arts colleges 
offer minors and some don’t. “It 
does not strike me that 
Lawrence is unusual because it 
doesn’t have m inors,” he said. 
“It is true that big state schools 
have m inors, but we have 
never m easured ourselves  
against them .”
reported on the state of affairs at 
the blue house on Meade St.
The house remains 
unnamed. Any possible names 
for the house must be given to 
Dean’s Truesdell’s office to relay 
to President Warch’s staff for a 
final decision. At the moment, it 
is decided that any individual’s 
name, if used, must be affiliated 
with the university in some fash­
ion, or have a historical connec­
tion.
The committee is also consid­
ering more general, descriptive 
names, such as “Multicultural 
House.” Another alternative dis­
cussed by the committee, which 
would allow resident organiza­
tions more freedom of choice, is 
to let the groups name individ­
ual rooms.
The grand opening reception 
for the house on Meade St. is 
now tentatively planned for Jan. 
11, to coincide with Kwanzaa 
activities.
Rob Reff, representative for 
the Student Welfare Committee, 
spoke on the efforts to add ether- 
net connections to all of the 
small houses. Two houses, he 
said, are not connected because 
they would be excessively diffi­
cult to connect. These houses 
include 739 E. College Ave., the 
MAC house, behind Downer, and 
129 N. Lawe St., the Co-op 
house. Connecting the Co-op 
would require digging under two 
parking lots, and the MAC house 
is simply too far away to be easi­
ly connected.
The m eeting closed with  
President H oelter’s announce­
ments. She invited the council to 
dine in Downer A following the 
meeting. President Hoelter then
(N S N S )-A s the Senate and 
House Conference committee 
wraps up negotiations on the 
final spending levels for student- 
aid programs for fiscal year 1998, 
students are stepping up lobby­
ing efforts to secure additional 
grant program funding.
Across the country campuses 
have been collecting postcards 
and participating in lobby days 
to secure additional funding for 
grant-based aid programs.
“Financial aid is up from last 
year but mostly in the form of 
loans and loans only increase 
student indebtedness,” said
Andrew Hayden, the Federal 
Affairs director for the
University of Arizona Student 
Government.
Hayden, who just returned 
from a lobby day in Washington 
D.C., says that saving the State 
Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) 
program will be one of the focus­
es of student lobbying in the com­
ing weeks.
The SSIG program, which 
provides matching funds to 
states for need-based aid to stu­
dents, received $35 million from 
the Senate but nothing from the 
House. The program will be dis­
continued if the House does not 
provide funding.
“If the money is not allocated 
for the SSIG program Arizona 
will probably not continue it,” 
said Hayden. “Many students 
will be forced to either take out 
more loans, work longer hours, or 
quit school.”
Funding for the SSIG pro­
gram is not the only discrepancy 
between the House and Senate 
versions of the appropriations 
bill. The House of
Representatives allocated an 
additional $500 million dollars to 
the Pell Grant program to make 
Pell Grants more accessible to 
financially independent stu­
dents. The additional money was 
not allocated in the Senate.
“Many students won’t receive 
any real benefits from the recent­
ly-approved tax credits and these 
students will also be unable to 
receive a Pell Grant if this money 
is not appropriated,” said Justin 
DalMoin, student government 
president at the University of 
Pittsburgh.
University of Pittsburgh stu­
dents recently sent 700 postcards 
to Senator Arlan Specter 
National Student News Service 
[R-PA], a key member of the 
Conterence committee.
According to Hillary Goldmann, 
director of Federal Relations at 
the American Association of 
Colleges and Universities 
(AASCU), there have been dis­
cussions among conferees to allo­
cate the additional $500 million 
to expand Pell Grant eligibility 
but not to make the money avail­
able until the 1999-2000 academ­
ic year.
Student-aid advocates say 
this is unacceptable. “We need 
the money now,” says Goldmann. 
“Congress can’t claim a victory 
for students if  the money isn’t 
going to be there until next year.”
The final version of the 
appropriations bill is expected in 
early November. Students are 
urged to call their Senators and 
Representatives and pressure 
them to allocate money for the 
SSIG program and to include the 
extra money to expand Pell 
Grant eligibility.
launched into an unexpected 
comment on the time-capsule 
placement at Briggs Hall, sched­
uled for 5:15, right after the 
LUCC meeting.
The administration, she said, 
advertised the event as co-spon­
sored by LUCC, but did not 
inform LUCC of its sponsorship 
and responsibilites for the event 
until the day before. The admin­
istration apparently believed 
that LUCC would plan the 
event, said Hoelter. Hoelter 
asked for a postponement of cer­
emonies, and “was threatened 
with making LUCC look irre­
sponsible before the community, 
namely before the faculty and 
staff members who had recieved 
a voicemail that this was hap­
pening.”
Hoelter continued to say that 
she “played along and thought
that going through the ceremony 
would save our reputability, but 
I am not going to cover up for 
any miscommunications or mis­
takes that I had no control over. 
... I am taking a stand right now 
and I’m not going to be a pawn in 
somebody else’s game.” Hoelter 
noted that President Warch 
would speak at the ceremony 
and that the council was wel­
come to attend as well, but she 
was “going to dinner.”
At this, the m eeting was 
adjourned.
Afterwards, President
Hoelter said that she had the 
interests of LUCC in mind, and 
wanted to uphold the respect of 
LUCC in the mind of faculty, but 
felt she “should not have to take 
the brunt of [the administra­
tion’s) miscommunication.”
She was, she said, studying
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
for a midterm when she discov­
ered she was expected to plan 
the ceremony. She was upset 
that her studies had to be inter­
rupted, and finally, decided that 
they should not be.
The time capsule ceremony, 
held outside Briggs Hall, fea­
tured a speech by President 
Warch, who was introduced by 
recent alumnus Ben Campbell, a 
representative of the self-styled 
“sesquicentennial class of 1997.”
Programs were printed list­
ing Rebecca Hoelter as the lead 
speaker, but these were quickly 
pulled.
Attendance was sparse: only 
a few professors, a few adminis­
trators, including Dean of the 
Faculty Richard Harrison, and 
scattered staff and students wit­
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Small raindrops are better than no raindrops
by Jessica  H olden
Through the Volunteer and 
Com m unity Service C enter’s 
Sum m er Volunteer
O pportunity G rant, I was 
given the opportunity to go 
home and stay with my family 
in the Philippines th is sum ­
mer. Although no one in my 
fam ily is Filipino, I graduated  
from high school there and my 
parents now work there teach­
ing in an overseas school.
I worked in two clinics run 
by foreign m issionaries and 
Filipino medical workers who 
serve th e  urban poor of 
M anila, and most of my every 
day contact with the patients 
in the clinics involved speak­
ing in Tagalog (the national 
language).
What I want to share most 
about is my experience with  
Filipina women in the m id­
wifery clinic, even though my 
overall perspective concerning 
th is sum m er has been shaped  
by my experiences at both clin­
ics. I would describe th is sum ­
m er’s experiences (and my life 
in the Philippines in general) 
as a b ittersw eet ta ste . 
V olunteering has en livened  
my mind to the possib ilities of 
the spirit o f hum an com pas­
sion and charity, but also to 
the depravity of our human  
situation .
The m idw ifery clin ic is  
open to ‘buntis’ (Tagalog noun 
for a woman who is pregnant) 
from all over Rizal province, 
for weekly sem inars and pre­
natal check-ups, as well as 
free labor and delivery ser­
vices. It is run by two 
Am erican m idw ives and six  
F ilip ina  m idw ives. Every  
Tuesday and Thursday about 
80-100 different buntis come 
at 9am for the sem inars. The 
head m idw ife teach es e igh t  
sem inars on a rotating sched­
ule, with a different topic for 
each of the eight weeks.
The topics included such  
issues as prenatal and postna­
tal care, nu trition , 
mother/child bonding while in 
the womb, the first, second, 
and th ird  sta g es o f labor, 
breast feed ing, and fam ily  
planning. The m idw ife who 
taught the sem inars was both 
a teacher and actress.
She later told me she had 
to make up for her lack of 
Tagalog proficiency by acting  
out w hat she w as ta lk in g  
about.
There were countless bits 
of inform ation both I and the  
b un tis g leaned  from th ese  
sem inars. Many of the women 
did not know th at their child’s 
sex is determ ined by the man, 
that they are not the ones ‘at 
fault’ for the sex of their child, 
that a child begins to suck  
his/her thum b in the womb, or 
that th e  child can hear and 
recognize h is/h er  m oth er’s 
voice at som e point w hile in 
the womb.
M any local practices and 
id eas concerning pregnancy  
and sex were challenged dur­
ing th ese  sem inars. For exam ­
ple, a few of the prevailing  
ideas are: one, that it is help­
ful for a woman to d iet during 
pregnancy so that w her child
Endless Summer: My 
Experiences at Joshua House
by Ka r a  R ic h a r d s
This summer I had the expe- 
rience of a lifetime. Thanks to a 
grant from the Volunteer and 
Community Service Center, I 
had the opportunity to spend 
my sum m er playing playing  
w ith trucks, blocks, sw ings, 
going to the zoo, and the park.
I spent the summer at 
Joshua H ouse, here in 
Appleton. Established in 1989, 
it is  a temporary home for 
abused and neglected children 
ages newborn to 12 years. 
Emma and David Low are the 
house parents w ith two full 
tim e employees, Jeanne Shaw  
and Teresa McKenzie. They are 
a talented group of people, pas­
sionate about their love of chil­
dren. Their compassion for the 
often underfed and underloved 
children who come to Joshua  
House is astounding. These  
sam e children leave Joshua  
House overflowing with love 
and sm iles.
OK, so in reality I didn’t 
spend my whole summer play­
ing. My role in the house 
changed at any given moment, 
ranging anywhere from diaper 
changer to playmate, cook, dri­
ver, or disciplinarian. The 
month of July was busy with 
four children ages seven years- 
14 m onths, all siblings. We 
brushed teeth , and tried to 
overcome a fear of hairbrush- 
ing. We played in the well 
stocked, generously donated  
basem ent overflowing with  
toys. We learned colors, shapes, 
and dappled in the costume 
chest, exploring gender roles.
Our da ily , activ ities ranged 
from grocery shopping to much 
anticipated trips to the chil­
dren’s museum. Taking the kids 
to the zoo may be an exhausting  
experience for you and I, but it 
is som ething these children  
may never experience given  
their life circum stances. 
Knowing that I had a role in 
positively affecting the lives of 
these young children will stay 
with me for a very long time.
Now I wish I could encour­
age all of you to volunteer at 
this wonderful place, but the 
fate of Joshua House has taken  
a turn. The county will close the 
doors of Joshua House on the 
first of the year. W hat will 
become of the children who 
need Joshua House? The county 
will turn to foster homes for the 
placem ent of abused and 
neglected children. The county 
is clear to state they are not 
unhappy with the operation of 
Joshua House, but are trying to 
cut costs.
My heart is saddened with 
this news, but knowing I had 
the opportunity to make a dif­
ference is the silver lin ing  
behind this cloud. My experi­
ences were aw esom e and I 
would never trade them for any 
kind of summer retail job or 
internship. Joshua House will 
live on in the hearts of all the 
children who have come to 
through its doors and left 
again, equipped with love, and 
a little more ready to deal with 
the world.
Junior jessica holden spent her summer on a V CSC grant in M anila, Philippines, working in two missionary clinics 
serviceing M anila’s poor. Many of the poor in M anila live in shacks constructed form cardboard, wood, itn, or 
cement.
Photo courtesy of jessica Holden
will be sm aller and supposedly  
easier to deliver; two, sexual 
intim acy is for the husband to 
control and enjoy; and three, 
b reast feed ing  cau ses a 
w om an’s b reasts to sag. 
N eedless to say, some of these  
notions can have dangerously  
adverse effects. For exam ple, a 
woman, fearing the effects of 
number three, may feed her 
child milk formula which m ust 
be mixed with water, in a city 
full of contam inated water.
On some days during the 
sem inars, I would watch the 
women’s faces, trying to read 
them . At tim es I could tell 
when they had learned som e­
thing new as their faces or 
eyes would become anim ated  
and they would express  
approval or interest.
I tried to picture how they 
lived and realized that I would 
really never be able to get into 
their minds and understand  
their everyday lives and situ a­
tions. I do know that a lot of
them come from ‘barrios’ (the 
equivalent of a precinct here 
in the U .S.), in which they live 
in shacks made out of scrap 
cardboard, wood, tin , or 
cem ent if  they were more for­
tunate. I wonder what they  
im agined about me and my 
life.
Yet, b esid es g iv in g  the  
women more intim ate knowl­
edge of them selves, the mid­
wifery clinic also helped pro­
vide them with a dignity they  
m ight otherw ise not have had.
In the Philippines, lower- 
incom e wom en can deliver  
their child for free in govern­
ment hospitals, but as I have 
learned th is summer, it is not 
only free delivery services that 
are needed.
A caregiver should estab­
lish a relationship and rapport 
with the buntis in order to cre­
ate a positive environm ent for 
labor and delivery. I know I 
w ouldn’t w ant com plete  
strangers delivering my child.
Summer Grants Available
The Volunteer and Community Service Center (VCSC) will, once 
again, be awarding Summer Volunteer Opporunity Grants this 
year. These grants of up to $1,500 are given to financially support 
Lawrence students who want to participate in volunteer intern­
ships or other volunteer service over the summer but still need to 
earn money. Each year the VCSC gives two or three grants to stu­
dents to participate in a variety of activities on all over the world. 
If you would like more information about the Summer Volunteer 
Opporunity Grant this year, please contact Lenae Weichel and the 
VCSC at x6644. .
L_ -J
Also in governm ent hospi­
ta ls, a buntis is not allowed to 
have any companions to sup­
port her during the labor, and 
I was told that other aspects of 
the labor environm ent and 
procedures are less than posi­
tive  or d ign ified  for the  
woman. As one buntis told me, 
“Dati maganak ako sa hospi­
tal, pero mas m aganda m aga­
nak dito” (“Before I gave birth 
in a hospital, but it is much 
more beautiful to give birth 
here.”)
F ilip in a  wom en have 
another option th at can at 
tim es be very good and at 
other tim es be disastrous. If 
you are poor and pregnant in 
the P h ilip p in es, you can  
choose to give birth at hom e 
with a “hilot” (pronounced ‘he- 
lote’) helping you.
It’s hard to describe who a 
hilot is, but she is like the 
local medicine woman in the 
barrios; some h ilo ts  really  
know what they are doing and 
others really do not. So if  you 
tru st your local h ilot, who 
however does charge a fee, 
then go ahead and give birth  
at home!
My work with the wom en  
involved helping in the p ren a­
tal check-ups which ea ch  
woman would receive once or 
tw ice a month (or m ore i f  she  
was in her 9th m onth). The
continued VOLUNTEER 
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Jeaneane Dowis will present a 
lecture in Harper Hall at the Music- 
Drama Center at 4 p.m.
Master Class
Jeaneane Dowis presents 
“Chamber Music Coaching” in 
Harper Hall at the Music-Drama 
Center, 5 p.m.
Theatrical Performance
The ACTER troupe from 
London will perform Shakespeare’s 
“Measure for Measure” in 
Stansbury Theater, Music-Drama 
Center, starting at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are $12 for adults and $6 for stu­




The Midwest Conference 
Volleyball Tbumament will begin in 
Alexander Gym. Game times are 
2:30, 5, and7:30 p.m.
Biology Lecture
Dr. Ttevi Shors of the 
Department of Biology and 
Microbiology at UW-Oshkosh will 
present a Recent Advances in 
Biology lecture entitled “Some 
Aspects of Modem Virology” in 
Stephenson 101, 3 p.m.
Film series
Image Intemation Film Series 
presents “Cinema Paradiso” and 
“400 Blows” in the Wriston auditori­
um. Admission is free to Lawrence 
students; the general public is 
charged $2. Show times are 7:15 
and 9:45 p.m.
Wrestling
Lawrence Vikings take on UW- 
Oshkosh at Alexander, 7:30 p.m.
Theatrical Performance




See Friday’s Events. Game times 
are 10 a.m„ 12:30, 3, and 5:30 p.m.
Film Series
“Cinema Paradiso” and “400 
Blows,” 7:15 and 9:45 p.m. See 
Friday’s Events.
Theatrical Performance
“Measure for Measure,” 8 p.m. 
See Thursday’s Events.
LUPE Concert
Dane Richeson directs the 
LavTence University Percussion 
Ensemble. Memorial Chapel. 8 p.m.
Sunday’s Events
Faculty Recital
George Edward Damp, organ, 
will perform in the Memorial 
Chapel at 3 p.m, assisted by mem­
bers of the Lawrence Collegium 
Musicum.
Arts Academy Concert
The Arts Academy Wind 
Ensemble/Honors Band will per­
form in the Memorial Chapel at 7 
p.m. Admission is $5 for adults and 
$3 for students and senior citizens.
Coffeehouse Entertainment
ATbuch of Reality presents “Hip 
Hop Poetry” at the Lawrence 
Coffeehouse, 9:30 p.m.
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Campus bewitched Students Turn Up Heat On
IT A n n r n n r ta h o n S
by T hor  P u r in t o n
Several informal presenta­
tions were given last week in 
each residence hall to inform 
stu d en ts on the subject of 
Witchcraft, which is commonly 
called Wiccanism. The presen­
tations were given by practic­
ing witches Josh Whelan, Nate 
Teppo, Jennifer Hoelter, Allison  
H ayes, Aron Alexander, and 
Kris Carpenter. Each session  
dealt with basic Wiccan beliefs 
and rituals, and talked about 
famous witch stereotypes and 
what Wicca is not.
“Our intention is not to con­
vert you or defend our beliefs, 
but to educate and entertain ,” 
said Whelan at one presenta­
tion. Wiccanism, as a pagan 
religion, is often confused with 
Satanism . “Wicca is not 
Satanism  for one simple rea­
son. Satan is a Christian con­
cept, and Wicca is a non- 
C hristian  religion,” stated
MINORS=
idea of students “getting recog­
nition” for their interests unsa­
vory.
“There has been an inclina­
tion not to do minors here, 
because it does smack of cre­
dentialism ,” Harrison said. “We 
know the value of a liberal arts 
education, but we are also  
faced with the realities of the 
world.”
Even a minority among stu ­
dents would keep the status  
quo. “Not having m inors is 
som ething unique about 
Law rence,” said Trina 
Grieshaber, a double major in
LUCC----
reported on the state of affairs at 
the blue house on Meade St.
The house remains 
unnamed. Any possible names 
for the house must be given to 
Dean’s Truesdell’s office to relay 
to President Warch’s staff for a 
final decision. At the moment, it 
is decided that any individual’s 
name, if used, must be affiliated 
with the university in some fash­
ion, or have a historical connec­
tion.
The committee is also consid­
ering more general, descriptive 
names, such as “Multicultural 
House.” Another alternative dis­
cussed by the committee, which 
would allow resident organiza­
tions more freedom of choice, is 
to let the groups name individ­
ual rooms.
The grand opening reception 
for the house on Meade St. is 
now tentatively planned for Jan. 
11, to coincide with Kwanzaa 
activities.
Rob Reff, representative for 
the Student Welfare Committee, 
spoke on the efforts to add ether- 
net connections to all of the 
small houses. Two houses, he 
said, are not connected because 
they would be excessively diffi­
cult to connect. These houses 
include 739 E. College Ave., the 
MAC house, behind Downer, and 
129 N. Lawe St., the Co-op 
house. Connecting the Co-op 
would require digging under two 
parking lots, and the MAC house 
is 9imply too far away to be easi­
ly connected.
The m eeting closed with 
President Hoelter’s announce­
ments. She invited the council to 
dine in Downer A following the 
meeting. President Hoelter then
Whelan at one of the presenta­
tions. Representatives of the  
LCF were unavailable for com­
ment.
W iccanism has no formal 
organization on cam pus, 
according to Jennifer Hoelter. 
“We are all pretty much soli­
tary practitioners,” said  
Hoelter. “There has been talk of 
forming an organization, but at 
the moment we remain inde­
pendent,” Whelan added.
W iccanism is an ancient 
polytheistic religion that wor­
ships many gods and goddess­
es. Wiccan deities are rooted in 
nature, representing nature- 
related objects and processes. 
According to Alexander, 
“Wiccan is a nature religion, 
first and foremost. Basically, 
we’re a bunch of tree-huggers.” 
Individual w itches may wor­
ship different groups of deities, 
depending on their religious 
background.
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interd iscip linary ch em is­
try/biology and German. “If 
(graduate) schools really want 
to know what classes you took, 
they can always look at your 
transcript. The system  is flexi­
ble enough as it is .”
D intenfass said th at a 
minors option isn’t a big issue. 
Some small liberal arts colleges 
offer minors and some don’t. “It 
does not strike me that 
Lawrence is unusual because it 
doesn’t have minors,” he said. 
“It is true that big state schools 
have m inors, but we have 
never m easured ourselves  
against them .”
launched into an unexpected 
comment on the time-capsule 
placement at Briggs Hall, sched­
uled for 5:15, right after the 
LUCC meeting.
The administration, she said, 
advertised the event as co-spon­
sored by LUCC, but did not 
inform LUCC of its sponsorship 
and responsibilites for the event 
until the day before. The admin­
istration apparently believed  
that LUCC would plan the 
event, said Hoelter. Hoelter 
asked for a postponement of cer­
emonies, and “was threatened 
with making LUCC look irre­
sponsible before the community, 
namely before the faculty and 
staff members who had recieved 
a voicemail that this was hap­
pening."
Hoelter continued to say that 
she “played along and thought
pp op i ti s
(N S N S )-A s the Senate and 
House Conference committee 
wraps up negotiations on the 
final spending levels for student- 
aid programs for fiscal year 1998, 
students are stepping up lobby­
ing efforts to secure additional 
grant program funding.
Across the country campuses 
have been collecting postcards 
and participating in lobby days 
to secure additional funding for 
grant-based aid programs.
“Financial aid is up from last 
year but mostly in the form of 
loans and loans only increase 
student indebtedness,” said 
Andrew Hayden, the Federal 
Affairs director for the
University of Arizona Student 
Government.
Hayden, who just returned 
from a lobby day in Washington 
D.C., says that saving the State 
Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) 
program will be one of the focus­
es of student lobbying in the com­
ing weeks.
The SSIG program, which 
provides matching funds to 
states for need-based aid to stu­
dents, received $35 million from 
the Senate but nothing from the 
House. The program will be dis­
continued if the House does not 
provide funding.
“If the money is not allocated 
for the SSIG program Arizona 
will probably not continue it,” 
said Hayden. “Many students 
will be forced to either take out 
more loans, work longer hours, or 
quit school.”
Funding for the SSIG pro­
gram is not the only discrepancy 
between the House and Senate 
versions of the appropriations 
bill. The House of
that going through the ceremony 
would save our reputability, but 
I am not going to cover up for 
any miscommunications or mis­
takes that I had no control over. 
... I am taking a stand right now 
and I’m not going to be a pawn in 
somebody else’s game.” Hoelter 
noted that President Warch 
would speak at the ceremony 
and that the council was wel­
come to attend as well, but she 
was “going to dinner.”
At this, the m eeting was 
adjourned.
Afterwards, President
Hoelter said that she had the 
interests of LUCC in mind, and 
wanted to uphold the respect of 
LUCC in the mind of faculty, but 
felt she “should not have to take 
the brunt of [the administra­
tion’s! miscommunication.”
She was, she said, studying
Representatives allocated an 
additional $500 million dollars to 
the Pell Grant program to make 
Pell Grants more accessible to 
financially independent stu ­
dents. The additional money was 
not allocated in the Senate.
“Many students won’t receive 
any real benefits from the recent­
ly-approved tax credits and these 
students will also be unable to 
receive a Pell Grant if this money 
is not appropriated,” said Justin  
DalMoin, student government 
president at the University of 
Pittsburgh.
University of Pittsburgh stu­
dents recently sent 700 postcards 
to Senator Arlan Specter 
National Student News Service 
[R-PA], a key member of the 
Conterence committee.
According to Hillary Goldmann, 
director of Federal Relations at 
the American Association of 
Colleges and Universities 
(AASCU), there have been dis­
cussions among conferees to allo­
cate the additional $500 million 
to expand Pell Grant eligibility 
but not to make the money avail­
able until the 1999-2000 academ­
ic year.
Student-aid advocates say 
this is unacceptable. “We need 
the money now,” says Goldmann. 
“Congress can’t claim a victory 
for students if  the money isn’t 
going to be there until next year.”
The final version of the 
appropriations bill is expected in 
early November. Students are 
urged to call their Senators and 
Representatives and pressure 
them to allocate money for the 
SSIG program and to include the 
extra money to expand Pell 
Grant eligibility.
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for a midterm when she discov­
ered she was expected to plan 
the ceremony. She was upset 
that her studies had to be inter­
rupted, and finally, decided that 
they should not be.
The time capsule ceremony, 
held outside Briggs Hall, fea­
tured a speech by President 
Warch, who was introduced by 
recent alumnus Ben Campbell, a 
representative of the self-styled 
“sesquicentennial class of 1997.”
Programs were printed list­
ing Rebecca Hoelter as the lead 
speaker, but these were quickly 
pulled.
Attendance was sparse: only 
a few professors, a few adminis­
trators, including Dean of the 
Faculty Richard Harrison, and 
scattered staff and students wit­
nessed the placement of the time 
capsule.
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Small raindrops are better than no raindrops
by  J e s s ic a  H o l d e n
Through the Volunteer and 
Com m unity Service C enter’s 
Sum m er Volunteer
O pportunity G rant, I was 
given the opportunity to go 
home and stay with my family 
in the Philippines th is sum ­
mer. Although no one in my 
fam ily is Filipino, I graduated  
from high school there and my 
parents now work there teach­
ing in an overseas school.
I worked in two clinics run 
by foreign m issionaries and 
Filipino medical workers who 
serve the urban poor of 
M anila, and most of my every 
day contact with the patients 
in the clinics involved speak­
ing in Tagalog (the national 
language).
What I want to share most 
about is my experience with 
Filipina women in the mid­
wifery clinic, even though my 
overall perspective concerning 
th is summer has been shaped  
by my experiences at both clin­
ics. I would describe th is sum ­
m er’s experiences (and my life 
in the Philippines in general) 
as a b ittersw eet ta ste . 
V olunteering has en liven ed  
my mind to the possib ilities of 
the spirit of human com pas­
sion and charity, but also to 
the depravity of our human 
situation.
The m idw ifery c lin ic  is 
open to ‘buntis’ (Tagalog noun 
for a woman who is pregnant) 
from all over Rizal province, 
for weekly sem inars and pre­
natal check-ups, as w ell as 
free labor and delivery ser­
v ices. It is run by two 
Am erican m idw ives and six  
F ilip in a  m idw ives. Every  
Tuesday and Thursday about 
80-100 different buntis come 
at 9am for the sem inars. The 
head m idw ife teach es e ight 
sem inars on a rotating sched­
ule, with a different topic for 
each of the eight weeks.
The topics included such 
issu es as prenatal and postna­
tal care, nu trition ,
mother/child bonding while in 
the womb, the First, second, 
and third sta g es o f labor, 
breast feeding, and fam ily  
planning. The m idw ife who 
taught the sem inars was both 
a teacher and actress.
She later told me she had 
to make up for her lack of 
Tagalog proficiency by acting  
out w hat she w as ta lk in g  
about.
There were countless bits 
of inform ation both I and the  
bun tis g leaned  from th ese  
sem inars. Many of the women 
did not know that their child’s 
sex is determ ined by the man, 
that they are not the ones ‘at 
fau lt’ for the sex of their child, 
th at a child begins to suck  
his/her thum b in the womb, or 
that the child can hear and 
recognize h is/h er m other’s 
voice at some point while in 
the womb.
Many local practices and 
id eas concerning pregnancy  
and sex were challenged dur­
ing these sem inars. For exam ­
ple, a few of the prevailing  
ideas are: one, that it is help­
ful for a woman to diet during 
pregnancy so that t  her child
E n dless Sum m er: M y 
E xperien ces at Jo sh u a  H o u se
by  K a r a  R i c h a r d s
This summer I had the expe­
rience of a lifetime. Thanks to a 
grant from the Volunteer and 
Community Service Center, I 
had the opportunity to spend 
my sum m er playing playing  
w ith trucks, blocks, sw ings, 
going to the zoo, and the park.
I spent the sum m er at 
Joshua House, here in 
Appleton. Established in 1989, 
it is  a temporary home for 
abused and neglected children 
ages newborn to 12 years. 
Emma and David Low are the 
house parents w ith two full 
tim e employees, Jeanne Shaw  
and Teresa McKenzie. They are 
f a talented group of people, pas­
sionate about their love of chil- 
dreri. Their compassion for the 
often underfed and underloved 
children who come to Joshua 
H ouse is astounding. These 
sam e children leave Joshua  
H ouse overflowing w ith love 
and smiles.
OK, so in reality I didn’t 
spend my whole summer play­
ing. My role in the house 
changed at any given moment, 
ranging anywhere from diaper 
changer to playmate, cook, dri­
ver, or disciplinarian. The 
month of July was husy with 
four children ages seven years- 
14 m onths, all sib lings. We 
brushed teeth , and tried to 
overcome a fear of hairbrush- 
ing. We played in the well 
stocked, generously donated 
basem ent overflowing with  
toys. We learned colors, shapes, 
and dappled in the costume 
chest, exploring gender roles.
Junior jessica holden spent her summer on a VCSC grant in Manila, Philippines, working in two missionary clinics 
serviceing Manila’s poor. Many of the poor in Manila live in shacks constructed form cardboard, wixnl, itn, or 
cement.
Photo courtesy of Jessica Holden
Our da ily , activ ities ranged  
from grocery shopping to much 
anticipated trips to the chil­
dren’s museum. Taking the kids 
to the zoo may be an exhausting  
experience for you and I, but it 
is  som ething these children  
may never experience given  
their life circum stances. 
Knowing that I had a role in 
positively affecting the lives of 
these young children will stay  
with me for a very long time.
Now I wish I could encour­
age all of you to volunteer at 
this wonderful place, but the 
fate of Joshua House has taken  
a turn. The county will close the 
doors of Joshua House on the 
first of the year. W hat w ill 
become of the children who 
need Joshua House? The county 
will turn to foster homes for the 
placem ent of abused and 
neglected children. The county 
is clear to state they are not 
unhappy with the operation of 
Joshua House, but are trying to 
cut costs.
My heart is saddened with 
this news, but knowing I had 
the opportunity to make a dif­
ference is the silver lining  
behind this cloud. My experi­
ences were awesom e and I 
would never trade them for any 
kind of summer retail job or 
internship. Joshua House will 
live on in the hearts of all the 
children who have come to 
through its doors and left 
again, equipped with love, and 
a little more ready to deal with 
the world.
will be sm aller and supposedly  
easier to deliver; two, sexual 
intim acy is for the husband to 
control and enjoy; and three, 
breast feed ing cau ses a 
w om an’s breasts to sag. 
N eedless to say, some of these  
notions can have dangerously 
adverse effects. For exam ple, a 
woman, fearing the effects of 
number three, may feed her 
child milk formula which must 
be mixed with water, in a city 
full of contam inated water.
On some days during the 
sem inars, I would watch the 
wom en’s faces, trying to read 
them . At tim es I could tell 
when they had learned som e­
thing new as their faces or 
eyes would become anim ated  
and they would exp ress  
approval or interest.
I tried to picture how they  
lived and realized that I would 
really never be able to get into 
their minds and understand  
their everyday lives and situ a ­
tions. I do know that a lot of
them  come from ‘barrios’ (the 
equivalent of a precinct here 
in the U .S.), in which they live 
in shacks made out of scrap 
cardboard, wood, tin , or 
cem ent if  they were more for­
tunate. I wonder what they 
im agined about me and my 
life.
Yet, b esides g iv in g  the  
women more intim ate knowl­
edge of them selves, the mid­
wifery clinic also helped pro­
vide them with a dignity they  
m ight otherw ise not have had.
In the Philippines, lower- 
incom e wom en can deliver  
their child for free in govern­
m ent hospitals, but as I have 
learned th is summer, it is not 
only free delivery services that 
are needed.
A caregiver should estab­
lish a relationship and rapport 
with the huntis in order to cre­
ate a positive environm ent for 
labor and delivery. I know I 
w ouldn’t w ant com plete  
strangers delivering my child.
Sum m er G ran ts Available
The Volunteer and Community Service Center (VCSC) will, once 
again, be awarding Summer Volunteer Opporunity Grants this 
year. These grants of up to $1,500 are given to Financially support 
Lawrence students who want to participate in volunteer intern­
ships or other volunteer service over the summer but still need to 
earn money. Each year the VCSC gives two or three grants to stu­
dents to participate in a variety of activities on all over the world. 
If you would like more information about the Summer Volunteer 
Opporunity Grant this year, please contact Lenae Weichel and the 
VCSC at x6644. .L_ -J
Also in government hospi­
tals, a buntis is not allowed to 
have any companions to sup­
port her during the labor, and 
I was told that other aspects of 
the labor environm ent and 
procedures are less than posi­
tive  or d ignified  for the  
woman. As one buntis told me, 
“Dati maganak ako sa hospi­
tal, pero mas maganda m aga­
nak dito” (“Before I gave birth 
in a hospital, but it is much 
more beautiful to give birth 
here.”)
F ilip in a  women have 
another option that can at 
tim es be very good and at 
other tim es be disastrous. If 
you are poor and pregnant in 
the P h ilip p in es, you can  
choose to give birth at home 
with a “hilot” (pronounced ‘he- 
lote’) helping you.
It’s hard to describe who a 
hilot is, but she is like the 
local medicine woman in the 
barrios; some h ilo ts  really  
know what they are doing and 
others really do not. So if you 
tru st your local hilot, who 
however does charge a fee, 
then go ahead and give birth 
at home!
My work with the wom en  
involved helping in the p ren a­
tal check-ups which each  
woman would receive once or 
twice a month (or more if  she  
was in her 9th m onth). The
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Still searching for Bobby Fischer
b y  R o b e r t  C r a m e r
Almost any American could 
tell you that Bobby Fischer was a 
chess player. The production of 
“Searching for Bobby Fischer” a 
few years ago brought Mr. 
Fischer’s name into the limelight 
once again. I would be willing to 
bet my king that beyond the fact 
that Bobby Fischer was a chess 
player, most Americans could 
hardly tell you much more.
Chess in America for the past 
20 years has been Bobby Fischer 
and a bunch of “nerds” to the 
general public. Although that 
stereotype is slowly changing, 
there was a time when chess was 
on almost every American’s 
mind— the time of Mr. Bobby 
Fischer.
Bobby Fischer learned to play 
chess at age six from his older 
sister. Born in Chicago in 1943, 
the Fischers soon moved to 
Brooklyn, N.Y. By the time 
Fischer was 12, people started 
realizing the tremendous abili­
ties of the young prodigy. At age 
14 Fischer won the United States 
C ham pionship  —undefeated  — 
and became the youngest player 
ever to win a major chess tourna­
ment. The next year Fischer
played in the interzonal portion 
of the World Championship and 
finished fifth making him the 
youngest Grandmaster ever. 
Grandmaster is the highest 
honor placed on a chess player.
As Fischer continued to win 
his home championship year 
after year, the cold war grew 
intense. The Soviets had been 
dominating the world of chess 
and many thought that Fischer 
would be the first to break this 
dominance. At the Candidates 
Tournament that year (the tour­
nament to decide who plays for 
the world championship), Fisher, 
19, battled against five Soviet 
Grandmasters. Fischer placed 
fourth whereupon he stated, 
“The Russians have fixed the 
world of chess.” Fischer state­
ment was not far from the truth. 
At that time, the Soviet 
Grandmasters would agree to 
draws between them selves to 
assure that one of them would 
win the major tournaments. This 
allowed them to remain fresh as 
they battled other opponents. 
Fischer refused to compete for 
the world championship until the 
rules of the tournament changed.
Bobby Fischer continued to 
compete as he gained the reputa­origins of LUCC
by R ebecca H oelter, LUCC presid en t ,
AND R aJESH SHAHANl, VICE PRESIDENT
A  story o f  how  L U C C  cam e to be, as relayed by a fa cu lty  m em ­
ber:
About thirty years ago, the rules governing the students’ 
lives, both in and out of the academic arena, were established and 
enforced by employees of the University (faculty, deans, staff 
members, etc.). At this time, the policies regulating members of 
one gender visiting those of the opposite gender were very specif­
ic and strict. There were limited hours of visitation; and while 
visiting, both feet of each person needed to be on the ground, and 
the door had to be open at least the width of a garbage can. The 
halls were patrolled to ensure that these rules were enforced.
One night, one male and one female student, who earned high 
grades and were never before in trouble with the University, were 
studying for an exam in the female’s room. The night grew late, 
yet they were so engrossed in their studying that they lost track 
of the time. The dean of women “caught” the two students.
As a result of their actions, the students were brought before 
the judicial committee to be given their punishment (at that time 
the committee consisted of four faculty and three students). The 
committee voted and decided that an infraction of the 
University’s policy had occurred. When the committee addressed 
the punishment, there was question of where the injustice had 
occurred. Was it unjust for the students to break the University 
policy? Or was it unjust that the students had to abide by a poli­
cy they felt was unfair and had been established without the help 
or consent of the students? The committee sided with the latter 
argument and awarded no punishment to the students.
This “landmark” case brought about a revolution among the 
students and faculty. They joined forces and created a system by 
which students would create and enforce the social policies of the 
University. The Lawrence University Community Council, con­
sisting of both students and faculty, was created as a sub-com­
mittee of the faculty.
Though this story is far removed from our current student 
population, many other colleges and universities continue to 
impose their regulations upon the students. We at Lawrence have 
a unique opportunity to shape and mold the campus regulations 
to fit our contemporary needs. LUCC does not exist to make extra 
bureaucratic hoops for students to jump through. LUCC is here 
as a vehicle for students to create rules so that 1,200 students can 
live together and avoid chaos, as well as examine the rules so 
that unnecessary restrictions do not exist.
If you believe that your well-being has been hindered due to a 
lack of regulations somewhere in the student handbook, seek out 
your representative and your concerns will be brought before the 
council and addressed. Similarly, if you believe that there are 
some unnecessary regulations in the student handbook, seek out 
your representative and the same will happen. Please let your 
concerns be known to us, your fellow students on LUCC, as we 
have been elected to work for you.
tion of best chess player in the 
world. Finally, in 1971, he was 
convinced to make a run at the 
title. He steamrolled his way to 
the championship match setting 
numerous records as no one 
could defeat him. Many called 
the strange occurrence of world- 
class opponents melting under 
Fisher’s superb abilities as 
“Fischer-Fear.”
Fischer’s 1972 World 
Championship match in Iceland 
against Soviet World Champion 
Boris Spassky would become a 
national event for America. With 
the cold war ever-present, any­
thing U.S.A. vs. Soviet Union 
was a major event. However, 
Fischer refused to play unless he 
was adequately compensated for 
playing. Tb this point the World 
Champion received very little in 
monetary reward.
An agreement was reached 
and Fischer would play a few 
days later issuing an apology for 
his disrespectful behavior. 
Fischer lost the first game and 
was rather upset at the massive 
TV crews filming the game. He 
again refused to play unless the 
conditions were changed. Fischer 
failed to show for the second 
game and so lost in forfeit.
Fischer booked a flight home.
Many believe that a phone 
call from Henry Kissinger con­
vinced Fischer to remain. For 
whatever reasons, Fischer 
remained and became the World 
Chess Champion at age 29. 
However, Fischer would never 
defend his title. He forfeited his 
title in 1975 to Anatoly Karpov of 
the Soviet Union when Fischer 
refused to play him.
Fischer turned down millions 
of dollars over the years to play 
in various tournaments. Most in 
the chess world still consider him 
the greatest player alive. In 1987 
the U.S. House of 
Representatives passed a House 
Resolution Bill recognizing 
Fischer as the World Chess 
Champion. The current World 
Champion is Gary Kasparov who 
has not lost a match (to a human) 
in over 13 years. Kasparov was 
recently beat by the IBM com­
puter Deep Blue.
In 1992 Fischer came out of 
retirement in Yugoslavia for a 
rematch against Boris Spassky. 
Even after 20 years, Fischer eas­
ily beat Spassky, winning 3 mil­
lion dollars in the process. As a 
result of his match in Yugoslavia, 
Fischer is now unable to live in
Admissions Office meeting 
the recruitment challenge
Second  in  the L a w ren tia n ’s 
series o f  reprints, the fo llow ing  
article is taken  from  the Feb. 25, 
1978 issue. I t is reprin ted  as it is 
in  th e  1978 issue, w ith o u t  
changes.
b y  C a r o l  S n o o k
In an attem pt to challenge 
the of dropping enrollm ent 
dilemma facing colleges today, 
the Lawrence A dm issions 
office has focused on several 
areas of concern. Well aware of 
the fact that enrollm ent will 
not soar overnight, David  
Busse, Director of Adm issions, 
hopes to “do a few things well 
and build on them .” An area of 
particular commitment is the 
recruitm ent of m inority stu ­
dents, the major responsibility
of K ossouth Snyder, new ly  
hired A ssociate D irector of 
Adm issions.
Snyder asserts that in the 
past Lawrence has not made a 
concerted effort to attract stu ­
dents of different ethnic back­
grounds; he is hesitant to say 
“m inority” students, as he feels 
th is  label is  a misnom er. 
A lthough H ispanic, A sian  
A m erican and N ative  
American students are sought, 
the recruitm ent of blacks cur­
rently  receives the greatest  
em phasis. L aw rence’s black  
enrollm ent has dropped 
approxim ately 90 percent since 
1974, presenting Snyder with  
“definitely a challening situa­
tion .”
The nam es of college-bound
CHESS COLUMN
the United States. Before the 
match the State Department 
warned Fischer that playing in 
Yugoslavia would violate UN  
sanctions at the time. He now 
faces 10 years of prison and a 
$250,000 fine if he returns to the 
United States.
Fischer appeared in 
Argentina in June of 1996 at a 
press conference issuing his “new 
rules” of chess. Robert James 
Fischer now lives in Budapest. A 
championship match between  
Bobby Fischer and Gary 
Kasparov would be the biggest 
and greatest event the world of 
chess has ever known. The win­
ner could easily receive over 10 
million dollars in prize money. 
Fischer has ample claim to the 
crown as he was never defeated. 
How can Kasparov claim to be 
World Champion when he hasn’t 
beat the champion? However, in 
Kasparov’s defense, Fischer 
remains elusive and unwilling to 
put his reputation as “World’s 
Best Chess Player” on the line.
So the debate will con­
tinue and the world of chess will 
ever be— searching for Bobby 
Fischer.
REPRINT
blacks are referred to 
Lawrence by the N ational 
Scholarship Service for Negro 
Students and by Educational 
Placem ent services such as the 
one at th e  Ada M cKinley 
C enter in  Chicago. Snyder  
em phasizes the im portance of 
follow ing up correspondence  
with personal student contact. 
A dm issions personnel attend  
college fairs, v isit high schools 
and churches, m ake phone 
calls and talk to students at 
work after school.
Considering the nature of 
Lawrence and th e  A ppleton  
com m unity, Snyder a sser ts  
that “th is is not an easy school 
to sell. There are some inher­
ent problem s.” There are very 
few blacks currently attending  
Lawrence and th ere  is  no 
viable black com m unity near- 
continued REPRINT page 5
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m idw ives taught me how to 
perform some routine proce­
dures for m easuring  the  
growth of the child and its  
position, as well as listen ing  to 
the fetal heartbeat w ith a bat­
tery-operated fetoscope.
I also spent tim e ju st ta lk­
ing with the women about any 
problem s th ey  w ere having  
and about their nutrition. I 
often  had to get help from 
another m idwife because my 
T agalog is not flu en t and 
because I don’t know how to 
deal w ith a lot o f the side  
effects which accompany preg­
nancy. But I did learn the rou­
tine procedures and enjoyed  
the work.
I cam e to adm ire and 
respect the people I worked 
w ith  th is summer. Their spirit 
of service to others, their com­
prehension o f the culture and 
ab ility  to work w ith in  it, 
im pressed me as I worked with  
them .
There are some overseas  
workers who tend to create  
their own little  America (or 
whatever home country they  
are from) in the Philippines or 
wherever they  are. But the  
two American m idw ives who 
run the clinic do not. They 
have tak en  a p lunge in to  
F ilip ino  life , adopting more 
Filip ino m ethods and foods, 
and incorporating them  into  
the clinic work.
As prenatal care workers, 
we would recommend all sorts 
of F ilip ino  v eg eta b les  and 
fruits as sources of protein, 
iron, v itam ins, and as possible  
natural rem edies. A lso, all of 
th e  m idw ives, F ilip in a  and 
A m erican, worked in fa irly  
close conjunction w ith  each  
other, and they lived at or near 
the clinic, available to be on 
call 24 hours a day, six days a 
week, to take turns delivering.
Yet I want to be honest and 
say that the set-up was not 
flaw less. There were several 
problems and deficiencies in  
th e ir  system  o f m anaging  
h ea lth care , but overall the  
clin ic  con tin u es to provide  
im portant b en efits  to the  
wom en and fam ilies in the  
community.
In spite o f the good I have 
w itnessed  among the people I 
worked with, I am convinced  
that for all of our high goals 
and philosophies in volunteer­
ing and “helping the world,” 
perfection or even sem i perfec­
tion will never cease to elude  
us.
For all their efforts in the  
m idw ifery clin ic in R izal, 
Philippines, m any fam ilies in 
th e  com m unity s t ill do not
CLASSIFIEDS
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em ploy m ethods o f fartiily
p lanning, and so another  
poverty stricken  household
has another mouth to feed.
A patient named Edna is 
pregnant w ith  her six th  or 
seven th  child . Her children  
are chronically  sick and
underfed, her husband beats 
her, but yet there is som ething  
good because for a few tim es in 
her life, she is shown care at 
our clin ic . L ittle  A lbert 
w eighed out to a fu ll 18
pounds and appears to be two 
years old, but he is really four 
years old. (My little  brother 
w eighed 18 pounds at six  
months!).
H owever, A lbert receives  
free tuberculosis treatm ent at 
the other clin ic where I 
worked. In one of the rural 
Filipino governm ent hospitals, 
a w asted infant, all wrinkled  
like an old person, lies with an 
IV tube hopefully bringing it  
back som e food and life . 
L itera lly  hundreds o f th ou ­
sands o f ch ildren  in the  
Philippines (M anila’s popula­
tion is around 15 m illion) may 
live w ith strange rashes on 
their bodies which proliferate  
amid the heat and dirt of the  
polluted rivers and garbage  
around their houses.
I have w itnessed all th is  
and maybe you have as well.
Who is to blame? Why does 
th is have to be? The why ques- 1 
tions have rolled through my 
mind many, m any tim es, but 
answ ers seem  much more com­
plicated than mere “volunteer­
ing” or even political philoso­
phies can resolve; I think this 
stench of injustice stem s from 
som ething more deeply rooted 
in the hum an spirit itself.
In th e  m eantim e som e­
tim es I wonder how I can live 
here in a com paratively pris­
tine Lawrence and spend my 
tim e w ritin g  on paper and 
reading words in a room full of 
books, when Edna cannot feed  
her ch ildren  or w hen litt le  
Albert m ight be dying.
Yet, as long as God shall 
live, I still cannot let go of the  
p ossib ilities for good w ithin  
hum anity and in volunteering. 
Our efforts may seem  like tiny  
raindrops in a parched desert, 
but I firm ly believe that tiny  
raindrops are better than no 
raindrops at all; and tiny rain­
drops can make a sm all group 
o f people sm ile , and sm all 
groups of people are better  
than  no groups of people. 
These sm aller groups of people 
m ay get bigger; M other 
Teresa’s work is evidence of 
th is. There is still a lot to be 
done both in Am erica and 
other places.
by.
Dreams of the Greem Bay 
Packers, fresh cheese and long 
winters don’t always lure the 
out-of-state  prospective.
Furtherm ore, as a sm all 
school, its reputation is not as 
widely spread and its private 
status autom atically discour­
ages many for financial rea­
sons. In the recruitm ent of 
qualified students, particular­
ly m in orities, Lawrence is  
aware that it is com peting with  
top schools such as Stanford, 
Oberlin, N orthwestern and the 
Ivy League group.
Faced w ith these obstacles, 
how can Law rence attract 
black students? “I really try to 
sell the qualities of the school”, 
Snyder commented. Small size, 
academic reputation, generous 
financial aid, approachability  
of the faculty, the  
Conservatory, low-key athletic  
participation and the availabil­
ity o f the black cultural center  
are some of the U niversity’s 
more outstanding attractions.
As to the effect of the size of 
the current black population  
on a prospective’s in terest in  
Lawrence, Snyder says, “I lay  
it on the line and present it as 
a Challenge. Many say ‘thanks  
but no thanks’, but there are 
those who are w illing to accept
the challenge.”
Snyder stressed the diffi­
culties encountered by black 
stu d en ts in adjusting to  
Law rence’s cu ltural atm os­
phere; it may take some tim e  
to settle  in and develop “coping 
m ech an ism s.” D esp ite  occa­
sional in itial problems, Snyder 
firm ly rejected the “racist  
assu m p tion ” th at increased  
black enrollm ent would lower 
the school’s academ ic s ta n ­
dards.
Top-notch black stu d en ts  
from public and private high  
schools are being contacted  
and those accepted are gener­
ally ranked in the top 10-15 
percent o f their c lass, have  
good te s t  scores and boast 
G.P.A.s of B-plus and above. In 
adherence to L aw rence’s 
“se lec tiv e” adm issions s ta n ­
dards, Snyder was quick to add 
that blacks have been rejected.
A lthough m any m inority  
prospective contacts look 
promising, and the Adm issions 
Office is optim istic about its  
more aggressive recruitm ent 
efforts, their effect is im possi­
ble to predict. A substantial 
in crease in m inority enroll­
m ent is  a long-range goal. As 
Snyder remarked, “Lawrence 
has to realize it won’t be an 
overnight th ing.”
The doctor told  
me I ll3*! a  Tullius. 
“Oh my gosh!”
I said. “Call I  get
that With Cheese?”
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Arts Association speaks out TO THE EDITOR:
T h e  
L a w r e n t ia n
The Lawrentian. USPS 
306-680, is published every 
other week, thirteen times a 
year while classes are in ses­
sion, and is distributed free of 
charge to students, faculty, and 
staff on the Lawrence 
University campus. Mail sub­
scriptions are twenty dollars 
per year. Second-class postage 
paid at Appleton, Wisconsin. 
POSTMASTER: Send address 
changes to The Lawrentian, 
115 S. Drew, Appleton, WI 
54911.
Editorial policy is deter­
mined by the editor. Any opin­
ions which appear unsigned 
are those of the majority of the 
Lawrentian editorial board.
Letters to the editor are wel­
come and encouraged. The edi­
tor reserves the right to edit for 
style and space. Letters must be 
submitted by 5 p.m. on 
Tuesdays prior to publication to 
the Information Desk, mailed to 
the above address, or emailed to 
“lawrentian@lawrence.edu”.
Editorial Policy
-All submissions to the edi­
torials page must be turned in 
to the Lawrentian no later 
than 5 p.m. on the Tuesday 
before publication.
-If submitted on a comput­
er disk, it must be Macintosh 
format.
-The Lawrentian reserves 
the right to print any submis­
sions received after the above 
deadline, and to edit each sub­
mission for clarity, decency, 
and grammar.
-Letters to the editor 
should not be more than 350 
words, and will be edited for 
clarity, decency, and grammar.
-Guest editorials may be 
arranged by contacting the 
editor-in-chief or the editorials 
editor at least a week in 


















Jyothi Ramanathan, Travis 
Knudson, Eli Corin, Sarah 
Bowen, Lance Benzel, David 
Saltzman
The L aw ren tian  can  be view ed on 
th e  World Wide Web a t 
w w w .law rence.edu/sorg/Iaw rentian
After the distribution of the 
Campus Organization Handbook 
earlier this term, many mem­
bers of our organization were 
disturbed at the classification of 
Arts Association under 
Programming. The description of 
programming organizations 
states that “[ these organiza­
tions] are responsible for provid­
ing a variety of entertainment 
for the entire campus (pg. 17).” 
We would like to state that such 
a classification is not only 
wrong, but trivializes and 
demeans the academic and intel­
lectual efforts of art students 
within the fine arts. It also 
ignores the fact that we are com­
prised not only of visual artists, 
but also of art historians. We do 
not consider ourselves, nor any 
other art form, merely “enter­
tainment.” Our goals are similar 
to those of any other academic 
discipline on this campus. We 
strive to learn everything we can 
about art, including technical 
ability, historical background, 
and social implications behind 
meaning and intent. Our trips to 
museums and galleries are used 
as supplem ental material to 
what we learn in the classroom,
Prefaced by my belief that 
there is no such thing as bad 
publicity, I would like to thank 
Erik Carlson for having given 
Objectivism a moment in the 
spotlight in your last issue— 
even if  his portrayal of it was 
negative. That being said, I feel 
obligated to clear up some confu­
sions that were present in his 
treatment.
Mr. Carlson had one criticism 
in particular which I need to 
address. That is: Objectivists 
don’t have arguments for many 
of their positions—just quota­
tions from Ayn Rand. (Owing to 
the constraints inherent in pub­
lication, I will not be able to 
answer all of Mr. Carlson’s 
points. I can, however, refer the 
reader to a comprehensive refu­
tation of each of these points 
which I have posted on the inter­
net at <http://www.law- 
rence.edu/sorg/objectivism/carl- 
son.html>.)
Mr. Carlson observes, cor­
rectly, that Objectivists like 
myself occasionally like to quote
As a parent of a Lawrence 
student, I was pleased to read in 
the Lawrentian that Tony 
Kushner, the playwright, had 
appeared as a speaker. I admire 
his work as a man and a writer.
I was distressed however to 
read that Mr. Kushner’s thesis, 
“That socialism just might have 
some advantages to capitalism,” 
was dismissed in such an enter­
taining but cavalier review of his 
talk.
Perhaps it would help to 
remind the reviewer that the 
purpose of good theatre, and a 
good playwright, is not to offer 
up comprehensive social pro­
grams, but rather to prick our 
and societies’ conscience about 
the issues that we would rather 
sweep under the table. When a 
play does this well, as in the two 
part play of Tony Kushner’s, 
“Angels in America,” it becomes 
great theatre and challenges our 
beliefs.
Perhaps it is also partly 
Kushner’s fault when he allows
not as a means to go to a city and 
look at “pretty pictures.” By vis­
iting cities and the museums 
they support, we also learn of 
contemporary concerns and how 
they reflect in the current art 
scene. The shows we have 
installed in the Coffeehouse are 
not to decorate their walls. It is a 
means for art students to show 
their work in the most utilized 
social space on campus and 
hopefully get people to think 
about what we are doing. We 
plan to organize talks after each 
installation to support discourse 
between artists and students. 
This serves to help everyone 
understand what art students 
are doing and what role we play 
in the Lawrence community. The 
fine arts are perhaps the most 
encompassing of the ideals of lib­
eral education, not of entertain­
ment.
We were also confused of the 
fact that music and theater were 
not included under program­
ming. They too, like the fine 
arts, are academic subjects with 
similar concerns, although with 
different means of communica­
tion. These organizations were 
appropriately designated under
from our favorite philosopher, 
Ayn Rand. From this he deduces 
that “there really isn’t any justi­
fication for some of [our] argu­
m ents, other than that ‘Ayn 
Rand said so.’”
This is an incredible affront.
Objectivism holds reason as 
man’s only absolute and intellec­
tual independence as a crucial 
virtue. On this view, merely 
quoting other thinkers has noth­
ing to do with justifying a posi­
tion. Anyone who attempts to 
argue in such a fashion is an 
intellectual parasite; arbitrary 
assertions about what someone 
else says are not arguments — 
they are, what we call, “parrot­
ing.” If Mr. Carlson is going to 
accuse me or anyone else of 
adopting such a method of argu­
mentation, he sure as heck bet­
ter have some evidence to back 
up his claim.
Evidence is precisely what he 
does not present. I believe that I 
quote Miss Rand once in my arti­
cle on Tony Kushner—and this, 
apparently, makes me a dogma-
his talk to be entitled, “The 
Intelligent Homosexual’s Guide 
to Capitalism and Socialism.” 
Clever—however it sets up a 
rather tongue in cheek posturing 
for the audience on what should 
be a serious and well thought- 
out discussion.
I sent my son to Lawrence to 
increase the probability that he 
might continue to be mentored 
and taught to think about the 
great questions that every age 
and individual should ask itself. 
One of them is: “What type of 
economic system is the most effi­
cient and just, in terms of how it 
marshals its productive and dis­
tributive capacities?” Does 
Lawrence have a commitment to 
asking this of its students?
—Michelle Puzin Mooney
Shorewood, Wis.
the titles of Departmental and 
Music. Arts Association also 
should be included under 
Departmental. I see inconsisten­
cy regarding theater and music 
as academic endeavors, but not 
the fine arts. In future editions 
of the Campus Organization 
Handbook, Arts Association  
should be appropriately listed as 
a departmental organization.
Another confusion arose 
when looking at the description 
of the Campus Programming 
Board as listed under
Programming. The role of the 
board is to “oversee all program­
ming groups on campus, work­
ing to bring them together. It 
also serves as a liaison between 
the programming organizations 
and LUCC (pg. 18).” We have 
never been included in the activ­
ities of this board and our only 
contact with the Campus
Programming Board was with 
Timothy Gibson when we made 
our own efforts to work with the 
Coffeehouse last year to organize 
our art shows. We plan to contin­
ue this collaboration, but in no 
way classifies us as a 
Programming organization.
One last comment is that
tist. The truth is, however, that I 
could not think of any more elo­
quent way of expressing the 
argument, “The smallest minori­
ty on earth is the individual” 
(which argument Mr. Carlson 
never chose to answer). I hardly 
left it at that, though. If argu­
ments are what you want, read 
the rest of the essay, or visit 
LUSO’s webpage, or email me, or 
(heaven forbid) engage me in 
conversation. I think you will 
find that arguments will be 
forthcoming.
There is a wider issue here, 
however. It is not our quoting  
Ayn Rand which upsets people, 
it is our agreeing  with her. Most 
people find it utterly inconceiv­
able that an individual could 
assess the views of another and 
end up agreeing with most of 
them. W hy is this so impossible? 
W hy  isn’t it possible that one 
might be right to do so? W hy, on 
the other hand, is it so possible— 
and laudable—to disagree, 
instead? The fundamental 
premise behind such attacks is
The article on the razed 
Carlyle/Schmidt house in the 
Oct. 23 issue of the Lawrentian 
contains several incorrect state­
ments. Principally, the house 
was not the first in Wisconsin to 
be powered by hydroelectric 
power. That distinction goes to 
the Hearthstone House, now a 
museum. The second so pow­
ered house does grace the cam­
pus in the International House, 
a structure of distinction both 
inside and out. Additionally, the 
Carlyle/Schmidt house, though 
designed by William Waters, 
had lost most of its interior 
architectural features through 
the various and curious fash­
ions of the twentieth century. 
Fortunately, many of the exteri­
or architectural features were
Arts Association was erroneous­
ly titled “Artists Association.” 
We filled out forms last year to 
change our name to Arts 
Association and are upset to see 
that even after the appropriate 
paperwork, our name was still 
not correct. The decision to 
change our name reflects the 
idea that our group is not just for 
artists, but also for students 
interested in all aspects of the 
visual arts including art history, 
art criticism, and the place of art 
in society. We want to encourage 
all students interested in the 
visual arts to join. Although we 
find the handbook a very useful 
and informative tool, we hope in 
future cases Arts Association  
will be recognized correctly and 
that the use of our name will be 
consistent.
—Arts Association
Melissa Pohlman, president 
Erin Wade, vice president, 
secretary
Terra Winston, treasurer 
Dean Dunakin, public rela­
tions (off campus term I)
really that no one can know any­
thing, that certainty is impossi­
ble, that there are no absolutes, 
that reality is subjective. But 
this, my fellow Lawrentians, is 
the very issue in question. It is 
also the most crucial issue on 
which Objectivism hopes to com­
ment. If there is a topic for which 
you want to hear arguments, it 
is this topic, above all, for which 
Objectivists will attempt to give 
them.
Last year, Mr. Carlson and I 
debated in public on the issue of 
environmentalism. This issue, 
however, is trivial when com­
pared to the more basic issue 
which we have now identified: 
Can we really ever know  a n y ­
th ing?  As Mr. Carlson has decid­
ed to argue this point in print, I 
believe that he must be willing 
to do the same in open, public 
debate—and I am now challeng­
ing him to do this with me.
—Benjamin J. Bayer
President, LU Students of 
Objectivism
TO THE EDITOR:
saved by a concerned citizen of 
Appleton.
Lawrence U niversity is 
blessed with many wonderful 
houses worth keeping and 
expanding in their use. Already 
this year we can see the addi­
tion of the blue house on Meade, 
Hulbert House as a student res­
idence, and several houses on 
Park Street put to new use. 
Perhaps there is another house 
which can accommodate the 
student groups still situated in 
the labyrinth beneath Colman 
Hall.
In any case, razing the 
Carlyle/Schmidt house provides 
new green space that I am sure 
will be appreciated by future 
Lawrentians, especially those 
living in Plantz Hall.
—Andrew C. Jelen
Appleton, Wis.
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Objectivists not just quoters TO THE EDITOR:
K ushner review cavalier to the editor: Carlyle/Schmidt 
no keepsake
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Censorship at Lawrence, courtesy 
of computer services
Kushner debate continues TO THE EDITOR:
by N eal R iemer
It disheartened me to discover 
the other day that computer ser­
vices blocks email from certain com­
mercial services. It disheartens me 
because it is censorship, and 
because this is an institute of high­
er learning. A department at such 
an institute should not engage in 
censorship.
Computer services believes it is 
doing this for the convenience of 
system users. It blocks email that 
comes from certain sites, such as 
hotmail.com or cyberpromo.com, 
because these sites, or users with 
accounts at these sites, have a rep­
utation for sending out unsolicited 
email, generally of a commercial 
nature.
I do not think it is necessary to 
say why censorship is wrong; it 
should be clear. I will simply say 
that I do believe censorship in any 
form is impermissible, especially so 
when the censor is an institution, in 
this case, Lawrence.
I find the implementation of 
this blockade particularly concern­
ing, as it was done essentially with­
out input from the community or 
communication with the communi­
ty. This decision should not have 
been made silently. If publication in 
the student handbook was not pos­
sible this year because the censor 
was not in place, then an email 
should have been sent to all users, 
warning them that email from cer­
tain sites would no longer be accept­
ed.
Users should be told exactly 
which sites are censored, which
computer services was unwilling to 
tell me, though it did say that hot- 
mail.com, cyberpromo.com and sev­
eral other sites affiliated with 
cyberpromo.com were on the list. I 
see no reason for secrecy in this sit­
uation. As I mentioned before, 
secrecy is the least desirable aspect 
of censorship.
If computer services insists on 
maintaining its censorship, it 
should publish its intentions on its 
webpage, and most especially in 
the student handbook. A list of 
censored sites should be available 
to users, and I see no reason this 
could not be published, and updat­
ed if necessary, on the Computer 
Services webpage.
As much about this issue has, 
the idea of censoring for conve­
nience strikes me as worrisome. Tb 
sacrifice our freedom of communica­
tion for convenience is a great mis­
take. The sacrifice of convenience in 
the name of freedom of speech, 
however, is a far worthier one.
Any filtering of email can easily 
occur on a purely individual basis. 
Unsolicited email, or email from 
certain sources, can simply be delet­
ed, unread, causing little distur­
bance to the user. Even more conve­
niently, programs are available that 
filter email for each user, allowing 
the user to decide what gets 
through the filter and what does 
not. While these programs are not 
available to all users, or perhaps 
even most, again, I stress that to 
sacrifice freedom of communication 
for convenience is a great mistake.
Arie Farnam, in her 
response to my Oct. 9 review of 
Tony K ushner’s convocation, 
asserts that I was confused, 
that I intenionally tried to con­
fuse readers with my “confusing 
writing tactics,” that my review 
was “unfactual” and showed  
“preconceived hostility,” that I 
“incorrectly paraphrased
Kushner,” that I “did not under­
stand either the terminology or 
the concepts ... of the American 
left,” and that I only “sprinkled 
individual words from 
K ushner’s speech randomly 
throughout [my] article.”
As Ms. Farnam observed, 
Kushner said that people 
should be “free enough to dis­
cuss socialism,” that “socialism  
and other ‘alternatives to the 
current system ’ should be open 
to debate.” If Farnam really  
subscribes to these recommen­
dations, she should expect that 
some people would disagree  
with her views on socialism, 
even after hearing Tony 
Kushner. If she truly believed in 
debate and discussion, she  
would have offered an alterna­
tive review of her own. Instead, 
she only tried to paint me as an 
unworthy opponent for the  
debate.
She says that I didn’t quote 
things in context, while the only 
quotations that she used were 
the ones that I provided in my 
review. She interpreted the con­
vocation just as much as I did, 
and dealt only with the subject 
matter that I presented in my 
review. Farnam seem s to think 
I’m not good enough to write a 
review about a convocation that 
involves socialism; that’s fine, 
Kushner didn’t think he was 
good enough to give the convo­
cation. “I’m going to talk about 
socialism ,” he said, “about 
which I am not qualified to 
speak.”
I, like many others who 
attended the convocation, was 
confused by many, but not all of 
K ushner’s points and argu­
ments. Kushner h im self  
promised some confusion: “This 
speech is not in any way going 
to be an intelligent homosexu­
al’s guide to socialism and capi­
talism . I am a hom osexual; 
other than that, I can’t really 
promise anything more than  
sharing with you my confusion 
about, uh, certain issues.”
Farnam suggests that I 
might have understood the con­
vocation, had I understood “the 
terminology or the concepts of 
the American left.” Kushner, 
however, did not make much 
use of leftist lingo, and, even if 
he had, his arguments and use 
of the terms would still be open 
to interpretation and would still 
reflect his particular take on 
socialism . K ushner acknowl­
edges th is problem: “I think  
that, since this is a speech to an 
extent about socialism, I should 
just spend the entire day mak­
ing disclaimers and never get to 
the [laughter] which is apropos 
for any speech about socialism .”
Contrary to what Farnam  
may think, I did not intend to 
show hostility toward Kushner 
or socialism. I do think that 
Kushner’s convocation was lit­
tle more than a motivational 
speech, the purpose of which 
was to make people more social­
ly conscious. Bravo for Farnam  
for already being so socially  
conscious: she brags that she is 
“devoted to social justice” and 
has “studied the horrors of com­
munist east Europe and experi­
enced its pain.” I did not, as she 
asserts, “ridicule ... this ‘global 
confusion’” so much as I 
ridiculed Kushner’s glib hyster­
ics—his local confusion.
—Zach VictorHEWS ITEM: JANET RENO CONFRONTS ANOTHER INFLUENTIAL COLT LEADER AND UIS’FOLLOWERS"
Substance policy inconsistent TO THE EDITOR:
I read, with interest, the arti­
cle about Appleton police in Sage 
Hall, citing students for posses­
sion of illegal substance (mari­
juana). As a college student in 
the ‘60s, and as a Grinnell 
College alumna, I have to say 
that I am experiencing “flash 
backs.” Police on campus was 
then, and apparently still is now, 
a “hot” issue. My general philos­
ophy is that town police do not 
belong in residence halls unless 
there is a clear threat to person­
al safety or property.
That being said, another 
issue em erges—alcohol in the 
hands of minors is just as illegal 
a substance as marijuana. It 
seems that a double-standard 
may be operating here which 
sends the wrong message to stu­
dents and parents alike: illegal 
alcohol is okay but illegal mari­
juana is not. The excessive use of 
illegal substances, whether pot 
or beer, poses a multitude of 
problems for school administra­
tion, hall residents and their 
families (yes, even though you 
are no longer living at home, 
your drinking and toking habits 
do affect your family, just as ours 
still affect you). Either the Hall 
Directors, RLAs, school adminis­
tration, and students recognize 
and deal with the entire issue 
(not just the marijuana issue) as 
a caring and constructive family, 
without resorting to outside 
intervention, or the police are 
called for all cases of illegal pos­
session—beer included. Yes, the 
point was made that it is not 
legal for anyone, regardless of 
age, to possess marijuana, and 
therefore the police had to be 
called. In reality, however, as a
hall president at Grinnell, we 
used the “flush” method for dis­
posing of illegal substances. It 
worked fine, and the town police 
were relieved not to be involved. 
Let’s not discriminate against 
pot users. There is no hierarchy 
of evil here—under the law, both 
alcohol in the hands of minors 
and marijuana are equally ille­
gal. Responsibly used, neither 
present a threat to health, safety 
or quality of life. Irresponsibly 
used, both can be lethal. Either 
deal with both within the 
Lawrence “Family” or bust both 
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“Cinema Paradiso,” a 1989 
Italian film, tells the story of 
Toto, a young boy in post WWII 
Italy. His love of movies draws 
him close to the projectionist of 
the local theater, Alfredo. The 
film tracks their friendship, 
through flashback, from its 
rocky beginning to Toto’s tearful 
departure to Rome as a young 
adult. Throughout the friend­
ship, Toto learns stereotypical 
life lessons from Alfredo about 
death, adversity, and relation­
ships, to list stock exam ples 
commonly exhibited in plots of 
modern films. Toto returns to his 
home town after a hiatus of thir­
ty years upon learning of the 
death of Alfredo. Toto is forced to 
recall the events of the past in 
order to find his place in the 
modem setting of his childhood 
town.
The them es conveyed by 
“Cinema” are common in dra­
matic coming-of-age films. Toto 
faces the absence, and eventual 
death of his father, a soldier in 
the Italian army. He also con­
fronts the problems associated 
with falling in love. Each of the 
problems facing Toto is not new 
to the movie industry. Films for 
years have attempted to enter­
tain audiences with these ideas. 
Some succeed, but unfortunate­
ly, many fall abysmally short.
“Cinema” takes these common 
themes and creates an enjoyably 
entertaining environment.
“Cinema” takes these com­
mon themes and attacks them  
with a tender sword. The audi­
ence is not overpowered by 
meaning. It is lulled into the 
realm of escapism by sincere 
characters and sly wit. The dia­
logue is fresh and believable. 
Scenes appear as clips of real 
life, not as well constructed dra­
mas. The characters react in 
very human-esque ways to the 
problems they are faced with. 
The dialogue flows as everyday 
language: full of mumbling, 
inconsistencies in grammar, 
corny jokes, etc. The dialogue 
feels “real” even though it is 
scripted.
One such example of the  
realism of “Cinema Paradiso” 
occurs early in the movie. The 
first scene depicting a young 
Toto occurs while he is an altar 
boy for the local priest. He 
sneaks into a private screening 
of a movie. The priest is censor­
ing the movie to be fit for the 
God-fearing community. This 
entails ringing a bell whenever 
two people kiss on the screen. 
Those scenes deemed unfit are 
spliced out of the movie. Toto 
peeks on as the priest becomes 
more irate as the movie pro­
gresses. Alfredo in the projection 
booth mumbles contempt under
his breath as Toto looks on and 
giggles. The scene feels “real” 
due to the facial expressions, 
dialogue (or rather monologue), 
and quality of the cinematogra­
phy. These components of the 
scene lend to the total reality of 
the atmosphere of the picture.
“Cinema Paradiso” is a 
chunk out of the memory of one 
man: Toto. The movie gives the 
impression of a realistic setting  
with real events. Common, over­
used themes abound but are eas­
ily forgivable due to the overall 
sincerity of the work. Characters 
are believable because of the 
excellent portrayals throughout 
the film. The script is written 
fluently and believably. These 
elements sum up to form a film 
that won’t necessarily make you 
think, but it will make you feel.
The Image International film 
series will be showing “Cinema 
Paradiso” Nov. 7 and Nov. 8, 
along with the 1959 French mas­
terpiece, “The 400 Blows.” 
“Cinema” will be shown at 7:15 
each night, and “400 Blows” at 
9:45. Admission is free to 
Lawrence University students, 
with ID. Regular admission is 
$2. All Image films are shown at 
the Worcester Auditorium at the 
Wriston Art Complex.
M ET = =
to get feedback by not only 
judges but also audience mem­
bers who were taking notes.” 
She noted th at everyone  
involved in the contest, the  
adjudicating team , and the  
audience all seemed to be inter­
ested in seeing auditionees per­
form to the best of their ability.
Speiser had positive com­
ments about his audition and 
his experience with Honn in 
the Sunday m asterclass. Each 
auditionee was allotted time to 
discuss his or her audition with  
the judges. Speiser appreciated 
the tim e to converse with the 
judges. “It ended up being a 
very positive experience,” 
remarked Speiser about his 
audition. Speiser noted that 
the m asterclass was especially  
productive. He recalled that, 
“in talking to [Honn] after the 
audition, she pretty much had 
my whole personality figured 
out.” Speiser felt that Honn’s 
comments to all the performers 
in the m asterclass seem ed effi­
cient and comprehensive.
Madel also expressed posi­
tive opinions of his experience 
in the auditions and participa­
tion in the m asterclass. He
noted that the m asterclass was 
also quite helpful. Madel sta t­
ed that Honn was blunt but 
that, under her critique, he 
“never felt offended by her com­
m ents.” He noted that the audi­
ence and the judging staff was 
quite supportive of each singer 
and that it was apparent that 
the event was designed to not 
only be a competition but also a 
helpful experience for singers 
of all levels.
Speiser, M arkovits, and 
Madel are voice students at 
Lawrence. Speiser studies with  
Professor Patrice M ichaels 
Bedi. M arkovits and Madel 
study w ith Professor Mari 
Taniguchi. Stachowicz current­
ly studies with Michaels Bedi 
and is employed by Lawrence 
Com puter Services. Future  
plans for Speiser, Stachowicz, 
and Markovits include partici­
pation in the Opera Scenes 
Workshop performance in late 
November. Speiser plans on 
presenting a senior project on 
an undecided theme. He will 
participate in the N ational 
A ssociation  o f Teachers of 
Singing audition in Milwaukee 
this weekend. Madel is plan­
ning on entering additional
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
contests, including the Bel 
Canto com petition in  
December.
Honn, Elizabeth Mannion, 
and Richard Pearlman adjudi­
cated the auditions. Honn, a 
soprano, also presented a m as­
terclass to analyze and critique 
auditionees. In addition to her 
teaching position at 
Cincinnati, Honn also teaches 
at the Opera Theatre of Lucca, 
Italy. Honn is also a vocal con­
sultant for the apprenticeship  
program at the Opera Bastille  
in Paris.
Mannion, a mezzo-soprano, 
recently served as professor of 
music and chair of the voice 
department at the U niversity  
of California at Santa Barbara, 
where she founded the Summer 
Vocal Institute. Currently, she 
is living and teaching in St. 
Paul, Minnesota.
Pearlman is the director of 
the Lyric Opera Center for 
Am erican A rtists. He has 
served as staff director at the 
M etropolitan Opera and
General D irector of
W ashington Opera.
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BIFF (1 Across) is one of Willy Loman’s 
sons in “Death of a Salesman.” Sir Rudolf 
BING (98 Across) served as artistic director 
of the Metropolitan Opera from 1950 to 
1972. President Warren HARDING (52 
Down) appointed Herbert Hoover as secre­
tary of commerce in 1921.
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Hey kids!! Do you like jazz? Jazz Weekend Nov. 14^15
by Jeff Kurtenacker
The Lawrence Conservatory 
will host the 16th annual Jazz 
Celebration Weekend. Friday 
night, Nov. 14, will feature jazz 
pianist/vocalist Diana Krall and 
LUJE along with the Jazz 
Singers. Saturday night, Nov. 
15, will feature luminaries Jon 
Faddis, Jimmy Heath, and Slide 
Hampton. There will be over 500 
junior high, high school, and col-
Trumpeter Jon Faddis
Photo courtesy of international Music Network
lege students taking part in two 
days of master classes, clinics, 
and concerts.
Krall headlines Friday 
night’s concert, with LUJE and 
the Jazz Singers opening. Krall 
will join LUJE and the Jazz 
Singers to perform two of her 
songs, “Gentle Rain” and “You’re 
Getting to be a Habit With Me.”
Hailing from Canada, Krall 
won a Vancouver Jazz Festival 
scholarship to study at Berklee 
College of Music in Boston in 
1981. She studied there for a 
year and a half before moving 
back to Columbia and being dis­
covered by bassist Ray Brown. 
Eventually, Krall moved to New 
York City to focus on her singing 
and to begin a recording career.
Her first album, “Only Trust 
Your Heart,” launched her into a 
worldwide tour. “All For You,” 
her tribute to the music of the 
Nat King Cole Trio, was her 
breakthrough album and held 
steady in the top ten on 
Billboard’s traditional jazz chart 
for almost seventy weeks. She 
was nominated for a Grammy as 
“best jazz vocalist” in January
1997.
Krall’s new album, “Love 
Scenes,” is an array of tunes 
which she and Tbmmy LiPuma 
carefully selected. The album is 
subtle, sexy, romantic, funny, 
peaceful, and intimate. The leg­
endary Tony Bennett has 
become somewhat of a mentor to 
Krall. He has spent a lot of time 
with Krall and has encouraged 
her and been a very strong 
friend. “She’s a great musician,” 
says Lawrence U niversity’s 
director of jazz studies Ken 
Schaphorst.
There is a glimmer of excite­
ment that seems to shine when 
talking to those involved in 
Friday’s concert. Schaphorst, 
LUJE, and the Jazz Singers are 
very excited about Krall’s visit 
and are looking forward to shar­
ing the Chapel stage with her. 
Last year, according to 
Downbeat magazine’s reader’s 
poll, Krall was the number three 
jazz singer, behind only 
Cassandra Wilson and Betty  
Carter, yet ahead of Shirley  
Horn, Diana Reeves, Dee 
Bridgewater, and even the great
Truffaut’s “ 400  Blows” redefined film industry
by C arl P olley
Francois Truffaut’s 1959 
debut, “Les Quatre cents coups” 
(The 400 Blows), stands as one 
of the French New Wave’s earli­
est and most influential films. 
Shown in French with subtitles, 
the film documents the first 
chapter in the life of Antoine 
Doinel, the 14-year-old protago­
nist. Doinel is based on the lives 
of Truffaut and his lead actor 
Jean-Pierre Leaud.
“Les Quatre cents coups” is 
a story about a kid growing up 
in Paris. His teacher can’t stand  
his “insolent” ways and his par­
ents regard him as the family 
servant, to be kept in line or 
sent to boarding school.
Have you ever taken money 
from your folks? I bet you have 
som etim e, when you were 
younger. Did you ever fake 
being sick because you hated 
school, or forge a note because 
you played hooky for a day? 
Antoine Doinel does, and his 
life story shows how you may 
have ended up had you gone too 
far.
Once the young Doinel runs 
away, tells his teacher that his 
mother has died, and starts a 
life of petty theft to stay alive, 
society decides that it has given 
enough slack. His parents say
he cannot stay at home, his 
teacher expels him, and the 
police put him in a military 
boarding house for juveniles.
Antoine Doinel is a kid in a 
working class family. When the 
film was first released, he made 
a strange main character for a 
movie. Before the French New 
Wave, studio productions domi­
nated the cinem as, and the 
lives seen on the screen were 
glamorous and expensive. Then 
a new style developed; movies 
were created as a reflection of 
life rather than fantasy, and the 
New Wave was born. 
Independent artists could write 
and direct their own stories, 
film could function as pseudo­
documentary, and not every 
movie had to have a Hollywood 
happy ending. This new style 
greatly influenced following  
movies, arriving in America in 
such early indies as “Easy 
Rider” and “Bonnie and Clyde.” 
I recommend this film not 
only because it is one of the 
best and most in fluential 
movies of all time, but because 
it tells a realistic story in a 
human setting. Truffaut’s direc­
tion strips the fluff from einema 
techniques and gives you the 
view o f an observant fly, a 
guardian angel. You won’t even 
tell you’re not right there with
the characters, it feels so much 
like a documentary. Jean-Pierre 
Leaud gives a deeply emotional 
performance, a true feat for a 
fourteen-year-old character, 
and shows his life in all its inti­
mate exuberance, bliss, bore­
dom, and dread. If you enjoy 
“Les Quatre cents coups,” you 
might also look into “Love at 
Twenty,” “Stolen K isses,” “Bed 
and Board,” and “Love on the 
Run,” Truffaut and Leaud’s 
other chapters of Antoine 
Doinel’s life.
“Les Quatre cents coups,” 
presented by Image 
International Film s, will be 
shown at the Wriston 
Auditorium, at 9:45 p.m., Nov. 7 
and 8.
Ella Fitzgerald. However, she 
has since moved from that num­
ber three position up into the 
number two position in this 
month’s poll.
According to critics, Krall 
faces no real competition from 
her generation. She is rapidly 
becoming a strong force, even a 
staple, in the jazz world, and she 
is definitely one to watch, not 
only for her beauty, but for her 
incredible talent and her never 
ending emotion. She has 
achieved a great deal at a young 
age, and shows no signs of slow­
ing down. The concert on Friday 
night will definitely be on the 
highlight reels for this year at 
Lawrence.
Saturday night features 
three great jazz musicians who 
met through Dizzy Gillespie’s 
big band. Jon Faddis, trumpeter 
and youngest of the three, was 
only in high school when he was 
discovered by Gillespie. Faddis 
joined G illespie’s band and 
Gillespie would be Faddis’ men­
tor for many years. Since 1992, 
Faddis has traveled the world as 
the music director of the 
Carnegie Hall Jazz Band.
Jimmy Heath, saxophone, 
comes from a very musical fami­
ly. His two brothers are bassist 
Percy Heath and drummer 
Albert “Tottie” Heath. Jimmy 
Heath earned the nickname 
“Little Bird” because of his 
Charlie Parker-like style.
Slide Hampton, trombone, 
also got his start in Gillespie’s 
band, as well as with other 
bandleaders such as Art 
Blakely, Max Roach, Thad 
Jones, and Mel Lewis. He found­
ed the renowned Slide Hampton 
Octet in 1962.
These three had been pre­
senting special concerts dedicat­
ed to Gillespie, but it was not 
until 1996 that they decided to 
tour together. They said, “We 
love working together, because 
we all have the experience of liv-
Vocalist Diana Krall
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ing, being and performing with 
Dizzy Gillespie. He was a great 
friend and teacher to all of us.” 
Schaphorst is excited to have 
these three performing 
Saturday night. He has always 
looked up to one of them in par­
ticular, though. “Slide Hampton 
has always been an idol of 
m ine,” said Schaphorst. 
Hampton did a lot of arranging 
for G illespie’s big band and, 
according to Schaphorst, is “a 
brilliant jazz composer.” In fact, 
LUJE will play a Hampton tune 
on their Friday night concert 
called “Every Man a King.” It is 
scored for six trum pets, six  
trombones, and six saxophones.
The Diana Krall concert will 
take place on Nov. 14, at 7:30 
p.m. in the Lawrence University 
Memorial Chapel. She will also 
host a master class before the 
performance at 5:30 in Harper 
Hall. The Faddis, Hampton, and 
Heath concert will be Nov. 15, 
starting at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Lawrence University Memorial 
Chapel. There will be master 
classes and clinics throughout 
the day on Saturday. It will be a 
great weekend jammed with  
fantastic jazz. Come out and be 
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Where women stand 
in our church.
If you believe that men and women should 
share equally in the sacraments and service o f Christianity, 
join us where God's calling can be answered by anyone.
Memorial Presbyterian Church
Sunday Morning Worship Services -  8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m. 
803 East College Avenue • Corner of College and Meade • 734-1787
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Robert Levy, who gave his first faculty composition recital on O ct. 30, instructs student M ichael DeMarco on a piece
of music.
Photo hy June Erwin
Levy gives composition recital
by Jeff Kurtenacker
On Oct. 30, Robert Levy 
gave his premiere faculty com­
position recital. Levy, conduc­
tor of the Wind Ensemble and 
trum pet instructor, became 
serious about com posing in 
1982. According to Levy, com­
posing developed for him as a 
natural by-product o f being 
im m ersed w ithin different 
facets of music. Levy has pre­
miered more than 130 works as 
either a conductor, soloist, or a 
chamber m usician.
The first of Levy’s pieces on 
the program was “Variations 
for Solo Cello.” Performing the 
work was Dr. David Cowley, 
principal cellist in the Oshkosh 
Symphony and cello instructor 
at the U niversity of W isconsin, 
Oshkosh. The piece had a vari­
ety  of technical challenges, 
which Cowley performed with 
brilliance.
The second piece was the 
unveiling  of a new clarinet 
piece entitled “Suite for Solo 
Clarinet.” Fan Lei lent his tal-
E d it o r ia l  b o a r d  
o p e n in g
The Lawrentian seeks 
a qualified individual to 
fill the position of arts & 
entertainm ent editor 
beginning second term.
Qualifications include: 
interest in arts & events 
on campus, sufficient free 
time to dispatch the 
duties of the position, 
and dedication to produc­
ing an interesting and 
informative A&E section.
Please contact the 
Lawrentian office for 
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ents to bring th is premiere to 
life. The five movement work 
was full of life and vibrancy. It 
danced on all bands of the spec­
trum, it was elegant, w him si­
cal, and surreal.
The third selection  was 
“Stances V.” This piece was a 
soprano saxophone and trum ­
pet duet, featuring Levy on 
trumpet and Lisa Rhoades on 
soprano saxophone. The work, 
with its  modern inflections, 
provided a variety of syncopa­
tion and tight harmonies. Levy 
and Rhoades did a fantastic job 
of performing.
The last selection on Levy’s 
recital was a work for tenor, 
flute, and violoncello. Frank 
Hoffmeister, a tenor and coordi­
nator of vocal stud ies and 
director of the Opera Theater 
at the University of Wisconsin, 
Oshkosh, beautifully sang the 
poetry of M ichael Glaser. 
Jam es Grine, principal flutist 
in the O shkosh Symphony, 
along with Dr. Cowley on cello, 
provided a gripping accompani­
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I f  your list is long, and moneys short...
Rem ember Sawotka’s layaway! You can select 
beautiful jewelry gifts now, and have it all paid for by 
Christm as. It’s so easy. And it allows you to give the very 
nicest presents. If  tim e’s short, too, remember we’re just a 
short walk down the Avenue. Com e in soon!
Diamond Center S a w o tk a ’s Goldsmith Shop
2 2 0  W est College Ave. Telephone:
Appleton (9 2 0 )  7 3 3 -5 7 2 6
London theatre troupe 
comes to Lawrence
ment. The piece panned out to 
be a wonderful combination of 
poetry and melody. “Suite and 
Solo Clarinet” and “Songs from 
‘A Lover’s Eye’” were written by 
Levy while he was a composi­
tion fellow  at the V irginia  
Center for the Creative Arts 
and during a stay  at the  
Dominican Mound Conference 
C enter in S insinaw a, 
W isconsin. “Stances V” was 
premiered in 1982 at the Red 
Lodge, M ontana, M usic 
Festival.
Levy was proud and excited 
to have the chance to put on 
th is composition recital. Before 
the recital got underway, Levy 
addressed the audience and 
said, “it’s kind of like showing 
off your grandkids.” Levy was 
grateful to have such wonderful 
m usicians take part in th is 
event. He hailed it as a special 
and th rillin g  tim e for him. 
When talking about the experi­
ence, Levy sm iles and said, 
“W hat can I say about it? 
Thank you and Hallelujah!”
by C h a d  Freeburg
Five British actors known as 
“Actors from the London Stage,” 
and associated with ACTER, will 
present three performances of 
William Shakespeare’s “Measure 
for Measure,” beginning tonight 
and showing through Nov. 8, as 
part of a week long residency at 
Lawrence this week. All perfor­
mances will begin at 8 p.m. in 
Stansbury Theatre in the Music- 
Drama Center.
“Measure for Measure” por­
trays licentiousness and corrup­
tion in Vienna. The production 
will use minimal stage props and 
costuming, and will rely more on 
the dialogue to move the story 
along. The play itself has been 
described as a “dark comedy” 
with little use for the adjective 
“charming.” An independent arti­
cle from Durham, N.C., by V. 
Cullum Rodgers described the 
main character as “so zealous in 
defense of her chastity that she is 
willing to let her brother die.” 
The brother is described as “a 
shallow sensualist,” and the 
Duke of Venice “an enigmatic fig­
ure who seems to enjoy manipu­
lating his subjects’ emotions just 
to see how much pain they can 
take.” Rodgers continues by say­
ing, “Yet I enjoyed ACTER’s 
‘Measure for Measure.1”
ACTER is an acronym that 
stands for “A Center for Theatre, 
Education, and Research.” It is a 
London-based organization (with 
residency at the University of 
North Carolina) that presents 
workshops and Shakespearean 
plays to schools around the coun­
try. One alumnus from the orga­
nization is Patrick Stewart, who 
appeared on the syndicated tele­
vision series “Star Trek: The Next 
Generation.”
Currently, the acting troupe is 
made up of three men and two 
women. Rodgers describes the 
troupe’s performance of “Measure 
for Measure” as “a marvel of clar­
ity,” despite the actors’ frequent 
role changes, which have the 
potential to confuse. Other ways 
in which Rodgers described the 
acting was “achingly real,” “[a] 
perfect embodiment,” and “actu­
ally funny.”
Tickets for “Measure for 
Measure” are $12 for adults, $6 
for senior citizens and area stu­
dents, and are free for Lawrence 
students. They can be purchased 
or otherwise reserved at the 
Lawrence Box Office. For more 
information call 920/832-6749.
On The Avenue C. T HOFFMANN
East 219
Appleton. WI 54911 Phone 734-8793
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ANY OLD ROAD:
Four Lawrence runners earn All-Conference honors
“A n y  O ld  R o a d” is a co lum n  
w ritte n  by m em bers o f  the  
Law rence Cross C ountry Team  
to serve as a venue through  
w hich  s ta tis tic s  a n d  re su lts  
regard ing  the Cross C ountry  
team  can be relayed.
After recovering from an 
“easy” week of practice which 
included running to JD’s, 
Union Jack Pub, and Ryan’s 
Bar, and the shocking news of 
Coach Fox’s marriage, the 
Lawrence High School Cross 
Country team packed its bags 
and headed for the Conference 
Cross Country meet in 
Grinnell, Iowa. Shoving ran­
dom mattresses aside, the team  
eagerly threw down their bags 
and bolted off to the nearest 
Golden Coral for an all-you- 
can-eat meal served by the 
wicked witch of the east. The 
team spent the rest of 
Halloween night regressing  
back to their youth by refresh­
ing their memory of Little Red 
Riding Hood. Popular folklore 
tells us that strange transfor­
mations often occur on All 
Hallow’s Eve, and that was cer­
tainly the case with the men’s 
team as they performed a 
bizarre sort of follicle sacrifice 
in preparation for the next 
day’s race.
By the next morning, most 
of the Halloween insanity had 
passed, and only the residual 
effects of the previous night’s 
debauchery could be seen on
the heads of the men’s team. 
Instead, the team looked ahead 
to the beautifully well-groomed 
Oakland Acres Golf Course in 
gray Grinnell, Iowa, the setting 
of the 1997 Midwest 
Conference Cross Country 
Championship Meet. A solitary 
line of white chalk wove its way 
around red, blue, and yellow 
flags over the smooth, rolling 
carpet of bright green grass. A 
flock of geese floated silently on 
the wind rippled surface of the 
pond. Of course, the serene 
peace of this landscape was 
soon to be shattered by the 
booming voice of a double-bar­
reled shot gun signaling the 
start of the women’s race.
The women’s team fought 
hard, setting aside season long 
injuries to turn in some out­
standing performances.
Bolstered by the return of 
freshman phenom, Julie  
Liebich, and a stellar perfor­
mance by Captain Chris Jones, 
who both earned places on the 
All-Conference team, the 
women’s team registered a fifth 
place finish. Rounding out the 
top seven for the women were 
Jen Totoritis, Faye Gilbert, 
Annie Dude, Katy Roll, and 
Becky Doyle. With exceptional­
ly strong showings for the 
women were sophomore Becky 
Doyle and freshman Katy Roll.
The men’s team capped the 
shaky 1997 season by turning 
in by far it’s best overfill perfor­
mance of the year. A full men’s
team consisting of Peter Levi, 
Jim Moran, Josh Cross, Brent 
Tamamoto, Zach Walker, Mike 
Donnelly, and Matt Siarny 
attacked the hilly terrain of 
Oakland Acres, and earned a 
sixth place finish. The men 
also placed two runners on the 
All-Conference team with 
freshman Peter Levi and 
Captain Jim Moran both fin­
ishing in the top 15. After 
accepting his medal, Peter 
stood proudly on stage thrust­
ing the Big Wood high above 
his head.
On the ride home, high spir­
its reigned, and two members 
of the team even professed 
their love to each other in a 
mutual exchange of flowers. 
After a thoroughly satisfying 
meal at McOtto’s, the team  
kicked back and enjoyed the 
humor of Austin Powers.
Big Wood Recipients as 
of November 4th
Cathy Kempen - MSOE 
Annie Dude - Parkside 
Peter Levi - Carthage 
Chris Jones - Beloit 
Jim Moran - Private College 
Championships
Faye Gilbert - Viking 
Invitational
Jen Totoritis - Coach’s 
Wedding Weekend
Julie Liebich - Midwest 
Conference Championships
— Brent Tamamoto, Faye 
Gilbert and Zach Walker
Freshman Peter Levi pulls away from the St. N orbert’s com petition at the 
Private College Cham pionship meet.
Photo by Faye Gilbert
CarlsonWagonlit
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R o b e r t  B r a d l e y ’s 
B l a c k w a t e r  S u r p r is e
R yan  B allroom  Friday N ov . 14  
C o m bin ed  Locks, W1
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The band has garnered the support of MTVs new upstart M2, with No. 1 
airplay of California for two weeks, hitting the top 10 for three months. 
This led to an appearance on MTV’s Oddville U.S.A. Their music video 
has also won the Twelve Angry Viewers pick of the week on MTV. The 
band has appeared on Acoustic Cafe and E-Tbwn with plans for 
Mountain Stage and World Cafe. Their single Trouble Brother is fea­
tured in the Harrison Ford/Brad Pitt movie, The Devil’s Own.
Detroit has always been the home of rock & soul music.
Bradley was the city’s pre-eminent street musician. His voice was gut- 
bucket. His guitar playing was primal, instinct. The music hooked the 
ears and dragged the body along with it.
As fate would have it, guitarist Michael Nehra, bassist Andrew Nehra 
and drummer Jeff Fowlkes were recording demos for their own new pro­
ject at their studio, not far from where Bradley made his living.
“We heard this voice coming through the window and thought it was 
amazing,” remembers Andrew. “We went down and listened to him sing 
on the street for over an hour, I was left speechless. It was truly a reli­
gious moment,” said Michael. ... just that magical feeling you get once in 
a lifetime.”
‘The combination of these musicians achieves a high energy chemistry 
that may remind you of an edgy Muddy Waters singing from the gut as 
he leads the Black Crowes. ... Live, Robert Bradley’s Blackwater 
Surprise is nearly Pentecostal, giving listeners the unnerving feeling 
that these guys may just ‘lose it.’ But they don’t. In person and on 
record, RBBS may sometimes seem like a reckless jet plane, but they 
always have at least one hand on the controls. ...” CMJ Jackpot
Touring since the album’s release this past fall, Robert Bradley’s 
Blackwater Surprise has found a loyal following on the road, headlining 
throughout the Midwest, Colorado and the Northwest as well as touring 
with such diverse artists as The Dave Matthews Band, Big Head Todd & 
The Monsters, Maceo Parker, The Subdudes, The Brian Setzer 
Orchestra, Leftover Salmon, Cowboy Mouth, Widespread Panic and 
Chris Duarte, among others.
“Bradley’s improv explodes into a streak of ecstatic, staccato screams. 
The set ends with a bam, and the kids go nuts. They know they’ve seen 
something really, really special. ...” Brian McCollum —Detroit Free Press
It’s an assemblage of music that can only be made from a special kind of 
collaboration. That’s what’s happening with this quintet. Robert 
Bradley’s Blackwater Surprise is more than that. It’s a revelation.
From the south valley, take U.S. Hwy 41 north to 441 to Cty.CE. Follow 
Cty.CE 3 miles east to Cty.K. Left on Cty.K one block to Park Street. 
Straight ahead on Park Street for 8 blocks to Ryan Ballroom.
also com ing to Ryans:
3  M in u te  H e r o  (S k a )  N o v . 16 
T h e  H o n e y  D o g s  N o v . 2 9
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Behind the plate
by R eid Kajikawa
Apparently money can buy 
happiness—or at least the Series. 
It comes as no surprise this year 
that the final four teams, the teams 
in each of the League 
Championship Series, the Braves, 
Marlins, Orioles, and Indians, had 
four of the top five salaries in base­
ball. Throw in the Yankees and the 
top five is filled in.
The Braves, who lavish money 
on their pitching staff, do indeed 
dominate other teams, holding 
them down while piling on the 
runs. Big-money pitchers like 
Kevin Brown and Alex Fernandez 
carried the Marlins to the World 
Series, where their big bats won 
the games. How can small-market 
teams like the Brewers or the 
Giants compete? Small wonder 
baseball hasn’t been winning back 
its fans since its most recent strike.
Much of the lack of fan support, 
however it is attributed to the 
strike, stems from the fact that 
today’s society doesn’t want to 
watch baseball, with its lack of con­
stant, in-your-face action and spec­
tacular dunks or body tackles. 
Tbday’s sports fan is geared toward 
basketball, football, hockey, and 
soccer because of their continuous 
stream of events.
Force-fed hundreds of highlight 
reels on the news and from all­
sports networks like ESPN, the 
average sports fan doesn’t feel the 
need nor the necessity to sit down 
and watch a baseball game—heck, 
all the best parts are going to be 
shown in a minute or two on 
SportsCenter anyway, it’d just be a 
waste for me to watch the whole 
game.
Just for the record, I believe it’s 
a sin to watch professional football 
(especially preseason games) before 
the conclusion of the World Series.
Baseball, like “classical” music 
(music that’s not pop, jazz, blues, 
rap, folk, you know what I mean), 
has lost its popularity among the 
masses—it almost seems like it’s 
played for a select few who appreci­
ate the beauty of a slider, low and 
away, that induces an inning-end­
ing 4-6-3 ground ball double play. 
People who didn't think Jack 
Morris’ 1-0 ten-inning duel with 
John Smoltz was boring. People 
who still think pitching and 
defense win ballgames.
Baseball will soon lose a gener­
ation, and, as of yet, these fans 
have not yet been replaced. The 
question is whether today’s society 
can sit still long enough to enjoy 
America’s game.
Members of the Lawrence University m en’s basketball team show their dunking talents during the slam dunk com petition at M idnight Madness on O ct. 24
Photos hy Erik Carlson
Vikings triumph in Parent’s W eekend shootout at Banta Bowl
by R eid Kajikawa
On a ch illy  autum n after­
noon, a s iza b le  P a r e n t’s 
W eekend crowd at the B anta  
Bowl w itn essed  a 51-30 drub­
bing of Lake Forest on Oct. 
25, ending L aw rence’s home 
season . The V ikings dom in at­
ed th e  tren ch es  in w hat 
would prove to be a running  
war, o u tru sh in g  th e  
F oresters. The backyard  
shootout evened the V ik ing’s 
record at 4-4 and left them  
poised on the brink of a w in ­
ning season .
[On Nov. 1, Lawrence was 
defeated  at Ripon to end the  
season  w ith a 4-5 record.]
L aw rence b litzed  out to 
take a first-quarter lead , ta k ­
ing a strong hold o f the gam e  
th a t they would never re lin ­
q u ish . R unning back Brad  
O lson ’s 14-yard touchdow n  
run w ith  4:14 left in the first 
quarter put the V ikings up 
15-0 early in the gam e.
Follow ing a second quar­
ter Lake Forest field  goal, the  
V ikings m arched down field  
once more in w hat would be a 
microcosm of th eir  offense for 
the season . Two m inutes and 
15 seconds into the second  
quarter, Olson broke loose up 
the m iddle untouched for 25 
yards and six  points, e c lip s­
ing 1,000 yards for the season  
and 5 ,000  for h is  career. 
O lson’s run capped off a four- 
play ser ies  la s tin g  1:10 in 
w hich  he carried  th e  ball 
th ree  t im es  for 53 yard s, 
putting  Lawrence up 22-3.
Lake F o rest an sw ered  
w ith  a touchdown of its  own 
on its  next p ossession , reduc­
in g  its  d e fic it  to tw elv e  
points.
The F o rester s , th ou gh , 
w ould g et no c lo ser  as 
Lawrence w ent on a scoring  
binge to close out the first 
half, scoring two touchdow ns 
on p a sse s  from fresh m an  
quarterback Chad W esley to 
his favorite  ta rg et M ichael 
Stone. The first, a 39-yard  
com pletion  cam e w ith  5:40  
left in the h a lf  for L aw rence’s 
fourth  touchdow n. S tone  
eluded Lake Forest defenders  
for h is  second touchdow n  
reception of the quarter, a 70- 
yard scam per w ith  fifteen  
secon d s le ft  in  th e  h a lf, 
extend ing  L aw rence’s lead to 
25.
The third quarter opened  
w ith  Law rence’s offense con­
tin u in g  to p ile on the points. 
A F oresters fum ble 18 sec­
onds into th e  h a lf  gave the  
V ikings excellen t field  posi­
tion , which they  cap ita lized  
on w ith  12:13 left in th e  third
quarter, w hen Chad W esley  
rushed for L aw rence’s six th  
tou ch d ow n , p u ttin g  the  
V ikings up 42-10.
Lake Forest would not be 
h u m ilia ted  on th is  day as 
they storm ed back to close  
the gap. W ith 9:32 left to play  
in the quarter, Lake Forest 
scored the first o f three u n an ­
sw ered touchdow ns.
A recovered on sid e  kick  
gave the Foresters excellen t 
field position , and kept the  
V iking’s offense from tak ing  
the ball and precious tim e off 
o f th e  clock. Lake F orest 
w ent to an air attack  broken  
at irregu lar in terv a ls  by a 
handoff, k eep in g  th e  clock  
from w inding down w hile at 
th e  sam e tim e chew ing up 
large chunks o f real esta te  as 
th e  F oresters system atica lly  
picked apart th e  L aw rence  
secondary. With 50 seconds  
le ft  in  th e  quarter, th ey  
snuck into  the end zone once 
more, m aking it  42-23.
W hile th e  L ake F orest  
offen se  ra llied  to c lo se  
L aw rence’s lead to 19, the  
Law rence offense could not 
get an yth in g  going, seem in g­
ly unable to find the knock­
out blow th at would put Lake 
Forest away. On a sp uttering  
drive, a fake punt bought the  
V ikings more tim e to move
the b a ll, but th a t w as soon  
lost.
F ifty-five seconds into the  
fou rth  quarter, a stra y  
W esley pass w as picked off by 
Lake F orest’s A llen  H all, g iv ­
ing th e  F oresters p ossession  
at m idfield .
T h is tim e , th e  V ik in g ’s 
defen se held fa st, stiflin g  the  
Lake F orest ru n n in g  gam e  
and forcing them  into a pun t­
ing situ a tion . The Foresters  
tu rn ed  L aw ren ce’s tr ick ery  
aga in st them , as th eir  punter  
beguiled  the V ik ing’s d efense, 
running for 37 yards to se t up 
th e  th ird  co n secu tive  Lake  
F orest s tr ik e , cu ttin g  th e  
lead to le ss  than  two tou ch ­
dow ns again.
Stepp ing up to th e  ch a l­
lenge, the V ikings regained  
control o f th eir  offense and  
returned  once m ore to th e  
end zone. O lson’s la st tou ch ­
down at the B anta  Bowl cam e 
on a 34-yard carry w ith  11:22 
le ft in  the gam e, extend ing  
L aw rence’s lead to 18 points.
In the w aning m om ents of 
the blow out, w ith  m any o f the  
starters on the bench, a 17- 
yard field  goal put Lawrence  
up 51-30. A final defensive  
stand gave the V ikings back  
the b a ll, whereupon they  ran  
out th e  clock, ending their  
home season  w ith  a win
Vikings win hockey game in overtime
by A nd rew  Sc h m id t
The Lawrence Viking hock­
ey team won in dramatic fash­
ion on H allow een n ight, as 
they battled  a tough  
M ilwaukee School of 
Engineering (MSOE) team.
MSOE started off the game 
scoring on a power play goal 
from num ber 11, S teve  
Madziarczyk, who would go on 
to record a hat trick in the 
gam e. The Vikes answ ered  
back m inutes later with a goal 
from Brad Manning, assisted  
by Toby Kinsler.
Madziarczyk struck again  
as the V ikings found th em ­
selves again short-handed with
ju st over five m inutes left in 
the first period. MSOE demon­
strated good puck control and 
aggressive play in the first 
period, and kept most of the 
action in their offensive zone.
The Vikings evened things 
up when, with just 34 seconds 
left in the first period, Ben 
Sezer tied the game with a 
ferocious slap shot from just 
inside the blue line.
The second period saw a 
much more aggresive  
Lawrence team , but penalties 
still plagued the Vikes. 
MSOE’s number 21, Vincent 
Cesareo, scored on a deflection  
assisted  by number two, Mike 
Kunelius.
The Vikings answered the 
challenge once more, as 
K insler scored on an a ss is t  
from Pat Dench.
MSOE had the final score 
in the second period on a power 
play goal putting them up by 
one going into the third period.
In the third period, both 
team s turned up the intensity. 
Tough, physical play and high  
em otions were displayed as the 
ice battle continued into the 
final period of regulation time.
The Vikings scored a pair of 
goals w ithin two m inutes of 
each other. The first came with  
8.52 left as Chris Henderson  
knocked one in to tie  the game 
up again. Then, with 7:08 left,
Sezer scored his second goal of 
the game with an assist from 
Jerry Vasicko to give the Vikes 
their first lead of the game.
MSOE battled  back and, 
withe three m inutes left, Steve 
Madziarczyk scored his third  
goal and sent the game into 
sudden death overtime.
In overtime, Lawrence took 
the gam e as senior Toby 
K insler skated from end to 
end, slicing his way through  
the defense to put the puck in 
MSOE’s net.
The next home game for the 
Vikings is Dec. 5 at the Tri- 
County Ice Arena again st  
N orthw estern  U n iversity  at 
8 p.m.
Of baseball, late commissioner 
A. Bartlett Giamatti said that it 
begins in the spring, when every­
thing’s fresh and new, and dies in 
the fall when the leaves turn and 
fall and the winter chills begin to 
roll in—just when you need it most.
My dad, a Yankees fan from the 
fifties through the Steinbrenner 
era to the present, loved to relate 
stories from his youth—stories of 
Series past, such as how Bill 
Mazeroski’s ninth inning home run 
off of a 2-2 Ralph Tbrry slider stole 
the series for the upstart Pirates 
from the mighty Bronx Bombers.
So you can imagine my surprise 
that the Florida Marlins, in their 
fifth year in existence, have taken 
this year’s fall classic from one of 
the oldest franchises in the Junior 
circuit, the Cleveland Indians. 
Jeez, the Florida Marlins, with less 
history than my high school educa­
tion and who have been playing pro 
ball for less time than Bill Clinton 
has been President of these blessed 
United States, captured one of the 
oldest championships in profes­
sional sports. It just seems odd, 
that’s all.
